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ALI
KIPPAX
Ali has spent her life involved in the visual arts in some form - from sketching as a youngster on
the Wirral where she was drawn to the coastal beauty of the Dee and Mersey rivers to the wild
and rugged north Cornish coast of West Penwith both as a student and during more recent
years. Graduating from Bristol with a BA(Hons) degree in Fine Art fuelled her desire to continue
to follow a creative journey and test her own potential as an artist and educator. Ali spent thirty
years in secondary art education where she committed to encouraging and guiding younger
artistic talents, before devoting herself full-time to her own creative exploration.
Since leaving the education sector in 2018 she has exhibited at Castle Park Arts in Cheshire in
2019 and 2021 with success and has been selected to exhibit with Fronteer Art (Sheffield) in
Chester at the end of August 2022, and she is due to have a joint exhibition at Castle Park Arts in
September 2023. Ali has fulfilled several commissions and sold in and around the country over
several years.
''My work is an emotional response to the coastal landscape and not a literal interpretation of what I
see. The compositions that I develop are not particularly concerned with the specifics of place, but
more with the elemental relationship between land, sky, and sea. Quick preliminary studies generate
an understanding of the shapes, colors, textures, and atmosphere of my surroundings and help to
inform the early stages of the final painting. The freedom and spontaneity of mark-making and
gestural paint application allow me to express a more personal image of the environment. Working
directly onto canvases on location encourages an expression and connection to my immediate
environment, as well as a freshness of approach that I find difficult to replicate once back in the
studio.''

Where are you from and how does this
affect your work?
I grew up on The Wirral, a small peninsular
that is sandwiched between two rivers – The
Mersey and the Dee in the North West of
England. There is a strong seafaring history in
the area – my own family had a small group of
tug boats many years ago when the City of
Liverpool was a lively port. Consequently, I am
drawn to coastal shorelines, it is something
that is both familiar and comforting – I find
the elemental relationship between land, sky,
and sea fascinating, ever-changing, and
challenging to capture on canvas.
What Inspires you?
I am truly inspired by working outside on
location and directly onto canvas, as this
captures my initial reaction to the immediate
environment. I find it difficult to sustain that
freshness of approach once I am back in the
studio, where I find it impossible to replicate
that first emotional and physical response.
The influence of the weather and changing
light as the day progresses stimulate me and
drive me to explore the possibilities of
process, medium, and paint application. It
excites me that nothing is predetermined and
that I never know what I will pack away at the
end of a working session.
When is your favorite time of the day to
create?
I enjoy the movement of time through the day
and the environmental changes that come
with that, as it means that I have to be
prepared to adapt how I am working. Each
layer of acrylic paint reflects the evolving day.
This direct approach encourages me to

.work quickly and spontaneously to capture
these changes as they happen and do not rely
on memory.
In terms of the time of day, I prefer to get a
reasonably early start when the locations are
quieter and I feel more energetic!
How do you know when work is finished?
This is the question that probably haunts
most painters, and I am not sure that there is
an easy answer. For me, it is an intuitive
feeling that the composition of the painting is
balanced and the work is conveying a
message that satisfies me through the use of
surface texture, color combinations, and
mark-making. Many a time I will leave a
painting uncertain as to whether or not it is
finished, and then return to it at a later date
with fresh eyes and a more objective
approach. I suspect many artists use their
natural instincts and experience to declare a
painting finished.

Do you have a mentor or coach?
I don’t have a mentor or coach now, although
when I was studying towards a BA(Hons) in
Fine Art I was encouraged and guided by the
highly acclaimed artist Paul Feiler, who was
also an integral member of the Fine Art
department in Bristol.
His wisdom and influence had a great impact
on me and served me well as I navigated my
own creative journey. He encouraged a
looser and more instinctive approach to
painting which I found liberating, whilst at the
same time preserving the importance of the
more formal elements of composition, form,
and color. Importantly, he believed in me and
what I could achieve with my painting – we all
need people like that to touch our lives at
some point!
Favorite medium
My normal working practice is to paint
outside in the environment, so I pretty much
use acrylic paint exclusively. The practicalities
of the acrylic medium drying quickly and
being able to apply further layers of paint
insitu, allow me to respond instantly. I believe
that the building of layers enriches the
surface and gives it depth, with the
opportunity to draw and scratch back into
the paint before it dries completely. There is
a continuum to this process and I am able to
see progress and make evaluations during
the course of a painting session.
Describe how art is important to society
We all have a need to communicate, that is a fundamental part of being human. How we do this
makes being human interesting. I was involved in art education for many years and visual
learning was an increasingly important strategy for the educational development of our young
people. This is now reinforced by a huge rise in social media and the demand for an increasing
amount of visual stimulation. I find it reassuring that art is no longer appreciated simply in
galleries, that it can be viewed on the streets, in parks, in places of work, disused and abandoned
buildings, online, etc and can reach out to so many diverse communities and varied audiences.
Practicing art in some form during the Covid pandemic Lockdown became a vital necessity for the
well-being and mental health of many people, allowing them to cope more positively during a
confusing and difficult time. People required a vehicle for expressing their emotions and found it
in the creative arts.
It bodes well for the future that the visual arts underpin the way that we can successfully
communicate within our society, enabling people to have a more expressive voice.

ALICE MARY
MATHILDA
Alice graduated from Camberwell College of Arts, UAL with a degree in Illustration. During this
time, Alice began to explore themes of tranquility by creating abstract ocean-themed immersive
paintings.
Alice’s urge to be surrounded by the tranquility of the ocean was amplified while studying and
living in London, having spent most of her childhood growing up in Brighton. Using the calming
blue color palette of the sea, Alice recreated an immersive ocean experience in her London
studio. Alice has since developed her abstract style and continues to experiment with a range of
color palettes to explore emotion with the aim of creating calming and uplifting paintings.
Alice continues to draw and develop her illustrative style alongside her abstract paintings. Alice
undertakes commissions for both her abstract paintings and illustrative work.

What is the role of an artist in society?
Art is key to society and the role of the artist is
to be the creator, the mediator, and the
provoker. The role of an artist is to provide a
medium to either bring people together, make
people question norms or traditions, or provide
something that benefits society ie. benefit
mental wellbeing. Art enables people to be
present and to appreciate the world around
them. Art provokes emotions, whether they’re
calm, angry, or excited, the role of the artist is to
provide a medium that allows people to
recognize their emotions, recognize their
surroundings, and have an appreciation and
understanding of their surrounding world.
When is your favorite time of day to
create?
I find I am most creative and productive at night
time. It’s probably a combination of fear of
missing out (FOMO) and the peace and clarity of
being by myself which allows my creativity to
flourish. Although it’s not always practical to
create at night time, I have had to adapt and
encourage creativity throughout all times of the
day.
How do you navigate the professional art
industry?
The most important rule I follow is to stay true
to myself. There are always going to be people
who love or dislike your work and it’s just about
finding the right partnerships or collaborations
for you. It’s really important to stay positive,
polite, and open to opportunities. Like anything
in life, if you’re kind to people, people are more
willing to work with you or help you out.
Remaining positive and always looking forward
really encourages me to not dwell on
knockbacks but to keep working hard and keep
trying. It is difficult and it is a lot of hard work
but like anything in life, if you really want
something, you have to work hard at it.
Traditionally art created for aesthetic purposes
has been diminished and deemed irrelevant. I
enjoy creating art that has a calming quality and
as a result, has a strong visual aesthetic. I aim to
challenge the norm and encourage all types of
art to be on an equal parr. Each style of art has
its place in society and each is as important.

How has your style changed over time?
Throughout school and university, my
artwork was highly intricate illustrative work.
I have always been drawn to patterns and
creating art that had a mindful or
therapeutic purpose but as I explored more
materials, my work became larger and more
abstract. By my final year at university, I was
creating large, abstract, immersive canvas
paintings. I still do illustrative work, as I think
it’s important to maintain my full drawing
practice, but I like to focus more on my
abstract paintings.
How do you know when work is
finished?
Finishing a piece of artwork is one of the
challenges I continually work on. I have
found that leaving the artwork for a few
days and then looking at it with fresh eyes
enables me to see anything that I need to
add or decide if it is finished.
How useful has social media been for
you?
Social media has played a hugely important
role in my business. I have sold most of my
paintings through buyers initially seeing my
work on social media. Social media is a
great way for people to find you and to
connect with new artists, galleries, and
designers.

How is the mood connected to your
artistic life?
I find the process of painting immensely
calming and quite therapeutic process. I
feel like the mindset in which I create my
paintings really translates into my paintings
and helps them reflect a calming effect. I
use painting as a way to find tranquility in a
busy day-to-day life, and I really hope that
people achieve that tranquility by looking at
my artwork.

Do you have a mentor or coach?
I talk about my artwork with my family,
including my partner, because they always
offer honest opinions. I also have some
close friends who work in business or who
manage their own businesses. I find it really
beneficial to speak with them about
different processes. Even though they work
in different industries there’s a lot of crossover in terms of running a business and it
really enables you to take a step back and
look at your own business in a different light,
helping you move forward.

ANTHONY GREGG
Rhode Island-based abstract expressionist painter Anthony Gregg utilizes external and internal
inspirational sources to build and create connections between infinite points. Broad sweeping
color motions and the fluidity of the medium, drip techniques, and palette knife scrapings and
smears combine with gestural movements to allow for chance happenings on the canvas. The
goal is to capture the chaos, emotion, energy, and inherent beauty that life experience stirs in all
of us when viewing it. Anthony Gregg holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Bowling Green State
University and has been actively painting since 1998. Anthony has appeared in The Huts
Magazine, Purposeful Mayo, and Collect Art Autumn (2021) publications.
“My work is primarily an introspective expression, a product of my environment and the events that
happen within it, past and present. Upon this framework, I attempt to build an emotional connection
between myself, the painting, and the observer. Comfort and chaos, safety and strife, power and
stillness. It’s this dichotomy that I find so compelling and challenging to capture. I almost exclusively
use acrylic and latex paint as its generally quick drying time lends itself to fast-paced decisions and
movements, increasing the occurrences of unpredictability and chance happenings which add depth,
excitement, and meaning to every piece.”

What's the purpose or goal of your work?
I’m looking to build connections, as kitschy as
it sounds, it’s true. I’m looking to have
someone see something for the first time that
I created and light up from within on some
level. It doesn’t have to be an audible gasp,
just looking for a spark, a smile, a subtle
nodding of the head. If I can make that
happen
then
I’m
happy
and
have
accomplished what I set out to do. Adding to
that, I’m seeking to push myself further, to
grow, to change, and to open myself up to
new possibilities.
How has your style changed over time?
Over the last two years, my work has
completely morphed from a more literal
abstract interpretation of nature to a purely
internal exploration. I lacked the confidence to
take on a blank canvas without some sort of
reference image to lean heavily upon. Now the
start of a painting is more organic and freeflowing, with no point of reference to guide my
way, just my internal compass steering me
along.
How do you balance your time in the
studio with other commitments such as a
part-time job, family, or admin?
For me, it comes down to squeezing in the
time wherever I can. Can’t sleep and it’s 5:00
am? Maybe I can paint and relax that way; I’ve
done some really great work in the wee hours
of the morning. Working remotely also gives
me the added benefit of not having that
added commuting time to my day, which
affords me windows of additional time as well.
I build my own floating frames for each piece
and stretch the canvas myself over stretcher
bars that I cut and built, planed, and sanded,
which adds additional needed time to each
piece too. I love the process for all of it and
think it makes each piece a product of “me” as
much as possible. Having a 9-to-5 to does add
a benefit—it makes that time in front of a
canvas even more precious to me. I can
ponder my next move while distracted by my
day-to-day needs.

When you are working through
problems in your work, who do you
talk to?
I tend to refrain from seeking outside input
—it’s a problem I’m looking to solve myself.
If I’m stuck, then it typically means I need
to start something else and shift gears.
Usually, with enough time a solution will
present itself. Working remotely and
having my studio in my home as well, I
need to rely on my instinct to guide the
way.

How do you know when a work is
finished?
As I’m working through a piece, there’s a “let’s
try this” or “let’s see where this takes it” inner
dialogue happening. But as the work develops
and evolves that dialogue shifts to a more
conservative mind-space. I want to always
push while not overdoing it, or overworking it.
If it’s “working” for me, taking the composition
beyond that “working” point becomes my
guide. I enjoy taking risks, and that’s what
excites me and compels me to start the next
piece, but I always come to a point where I feel
like another touch might take it too far—and
that’s when I know it’s done.
How useful has social media been for
you?
I find social media to be a double-edged
sword. It’s been amazing to make connections
with other artists and publications, and the
opportunity to grow organically is wonderful.
The communication between artists and the
public is eased immensely. But at the same
time, finding collectors and people looking to
make their homes unique has been slow
going.
What are you focusing on right now?
I was recently accepted by a local gallery for a
show in 2024, which feels like a long time from
now, but I know will go by quickly. I estimate
the exhibit space will hold about 20–25 pieces
and want it to all be new stuff. I’m excited to
build a show from scratch and have started to
devote every free second I have toward
building the exhibit. Between this, maintaining
a website, and trying to stay active on social
platforms, my time is well divided.
What are your long-term goals?
From a long-term standpoint, I hope to
completely free myself from the 9-to-5 and
fully devote myself to enjoying this (while also
enjoying regular meals and a roof over my
head). Right now, it’s a practice in patience to
allow my work to grow organically, but I hope
in 10 to 15 years I’ll be able to turn my
attention to full-time art and part-time work.

ASHLEY
Ashley comes from a large family of matriarchs. Growing up poor in Baltimore, with a very
stressed, single mother and 6 other siblings in the house, she often went unseen and unheard.
As a child, Ashley had no voice, but she had a plethora of anger. Her father and grandmother
have artistic backgrounds, so her talent is inherent. Becoming a mother at age 17, Ashley's plans
to attend The Art Institute of California were canceled, as she could not fathom leaving her
young child with her mother to go learn. She began studying Fashion Design at BCCC. During her
time there, her love for sketching fashion died, The freedom to create was shunted by the
teachers' requirements. She dropped out of BCCC with one semester until her degree. While
working for Starbucks, in her young adult years, the anger and confusion of direction became
too much. So, she studied Buddhism and began her licensure in Massage Therapy. This
newfound calmness was yet another movie that inspired her first painting. It wasn't original, but
it was pretty. When she realized painting soothes her and allows her to create in broader ways
than fashion, Ashley decided this was her love. Now, a mother of four, Ashley is currently a Birth
and Postpartum doula, helping mothers birth safely. No matter where life takes her, no matter
what new skills are obtained, Ashley will always be an Artist first.

Who are you?
I am Ashley, raised in Baltimore, MD. I am a
Mother to 3 children, the 3rd eldest of 7
children, an Artist, a labor & postpartum
Doula, and a Licensed Massage therapist.
What is your background?
I have zero training in art, although I have
taken Fashion Design courses at a
community
college.
My
personal
background…. Let’s just say it was loud and
eclectic.
What inspires you?
Curvy lines! I love how curvy lines give a
painting fluidity and softness. I’m also
currently obsessed with orbs too.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
I dislike that the value put on art in the Art
world, not social media, is not controlled by
the artist. I do like to see other artists' work
because I am a fan of art. They may
inadvertently teach me how to make
elements in my paintings better.
What is the hardest part of creating for
you?
Outside of the imposter syndrome, my
depression. I live with bipolar depression
which often hinders me from getting into a
creative space. It’s very frustrating.

Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
Whenever I begin a new painting, I get so lost
in it, that I lose time. During those times I feel
blissfully at peace and with so much joy. I
shock myself with how a piece came
together.

How has your style changed over
time?
For a long time, I didn’t know what my
art style was. As an artist I’ve watched
grow exponentially during this “panini”,
Whitney Austin, gave me some very
helpful and wise suggestions. But it’s
when she said “If I saw this online, I
would know you did it”, coupled with an
Art Historian I knew, everything clicked.
Now creating is a lot easier. The Art
Historian told me my style is figurative
abstract.
How do you promote your work
and your shows?
I know the correct answer should be
“On YouTube, Twitter, TikTok, IG,
Facebook, Pinterest”, etc. While I do
have some social media, I find it
difficult because, and it’s not an excuse,
I feel really uncomfortable with being
Uber social.

What are you struggling with right now?
I struggle with promoting myself online and
balancing all that do; all of my responsibilities. I’m
learning to prioritize myself and what’s important
to me, and then everything/one else. For the other
problem, I honestly may hire a social media
manager. It’s too much for me.

AYAN AZIZ
MAMMADOVA
''Ever since I was little, I remember spending a lot of time in my father’s workshop, watching him
passionately work on his paintings and dreaming that one day I will find my own passion. These are
my earliest childhood memories, which in fact inspired and shaped me into the creative individual I am
today. Being surrounded by vibrant and talented artists from a young age had a great influence on my
artistic formation. However, as I grew and became older my artistic style changed, I acquired a host of
expressions, emotions, and moods that capture feminine warmth, sensitivity, and emotional
complexity. My art is a reflection of my inner world, a mirror of my soul. I use the colors of my works to
assign rhythm and deep meaning to an abstract ornament, as well as saturated patterns that can be
found hidden in still life or landscape. The language of art is an unparalleled force of my expression,
the freedom of visual expression where even the most paradoxical ideas can touch and be united is the
underlying concept that I live by…
I live in my own inner world, from
where solar prominences splash
imagination onto canvases and I am
not bound by any conventional
forms of artistry. In my works, I
showcase a host of expressions,
emotions, and mood swings that are
captivated by a feminine nature, and
a rhythmic undertone. My creativity
lies in the mirror of one’s soul. I use
the colors of my works to assign
rhythm and deep meaning to an
abstract ornament, as well as
saturated patterns that can be found
hidden in still life or landscape. The
language of art is an unparalleled
force of my expression, the freedom
of visual expression where even the
most paradoxical ideas can touch
and be united is the underlying
concept that I create art. I primarily
work with oil on canvas however I
have experimented with mixed media
and various other techniques.''

Who are you?
Since I can remember, paints have been my
toys. If they weren’t at hand, then I would
draw everything around me with chalk:
asphalt, walls, floors, everything. I asked for
colorful crayons on Children’s Day 1st June, I
even won first place in the competition of
drawings on asphalt, this really invigorated
my childish soul and already being a
schoolgirl, I often hung my drawings on the
walls of my school and arranged my first
personal exhibitions. Not counting my works
in the school wall newspaper, the design of
which was entrusted only to me, I was an
artist throughout my childhood and
adolescence. I tried to answer the question,
who am I? Probably, I am someone, woven
from paints and colors. For me, splashes of
colors are equivalent to the sounds of music,
the sound of rain, the rustle of the wind, and
autumn leaves.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I am from Azerbaijan, Baku. The culture of my
country is intrinsically present throughout my
art: it is inspired by pottery, carpets, and
kitchenware – all this has been absorbed into
me from childhood, becoming a key
inspiration to my consciousness and the art
that I portray today. The traditional colors,
shapes, and patterns serve as a way of
expression. One of the main elements in my
artwork is the pomegranate and the evil eye,
these are symbols that have great meaning
and association with my homeland.

My artistry resonates with the cultural,
aesthetic, and symbolic components of
Azerbaijan, which have been forged in me at
an early age by a family long embedded in the
world of art. My culture is my source of
inspiration, and I will never stop channeling
this through the art that I create.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
Ever since I was little, I remember spending a
lot of time in my father’s workshop, watching
him passionately work on his paintings and
dreaming that one day I will also have this
passion. These are my earliest childhood
memories, which have inspired and shaped
me into the creative individual I am today.
Being surrounded by vibrant and talented
artists from a young age had a great influence
on my artistic formation. However, as I grew
and became older my artistic style changed, I
acquired a host of expressions, emotions, and
moods that capture feminine warmth,
sensitivity, and emotional complexity.
What does your work aim to say?
My art is a reflection of my inner world, a
mirror of my soul. I use the colors of my
works to assign rhythm and deep meaning in
an abstract ornament, as well as saturated
patterns that can be found hidden in still life
or landscape. The language of art is an
unparalleled force of my expression, the
freedom of visual expression where even the
most paradoxical ideas can touch and be
united is the underlying concept that I live by.

What motivates you to create?
Probably everything that is around me,
everything that touches my heart, joy,
pain, sadness, tears - that is, everything
that my soul touches finds its
expression in the colors pouring into
the canvases of my works.
What are your long-term goals?
My long-term, professional goals are to
deepen and hone my skills throughout
my life, to have followers of my art, to
bring a fresh stream of inspiring work,
and to have maintained my own word
in the chosen art of painting.
What is the biggest challenge of
being an artist?
To challenge the mind at its core and
create an original, purely individual
work of art. Of course, everyone is
looking for their unique artistry, but for
me, the search is everyday work
towards perfection, which, as I
understand it, cannot be achieved, but
it is necessary to strive for it every day.
I do not seek to challenge everything
that has been created for centuries, I
strive to challenge myself in my
relentless search for the time allotted
by God to me, to seek and improve in
my searches.
How do you define success as an
artist?
Success for an artist is, first of all, inner
satisfaction. Satisfaction is like the air
you breathe when you feel that you are
busy with exactly what has been sent
down to do from above, carrying the
mission entrusted to you. Only after
you are satisfied, happy, and busy with
what you like, do you suddenly notice
that your occupation brings joy not
only to you but also to others around
you - this is truly a real success
because you understand that you are
in demand! It is important for me to
please people by filling their souls to
some extent with the warmth and light
of my colors!

BIANCA
TURNER
Bianca Turner is a self-taught artist; she holds degrees in economics and biology. Her paintings
hang in private and corporate international collections, and at Haegeumgang Museum in South
Korea. Her work has been featured in various magazines, and art publications. She received the
Woman Art Award from MUSA International Art Space in 2018 and 2020, and the Certificate of
Excellence in Art from Creative Circle in Lyon, France. In January 2020 she was awarded with the
Leonardo da Vinci International Prize - The Universal Artist, which she received in Florence, Italy.
Since March 2021, the artist became a creator on several NFT platforms where she is minting
her digital work. In June 2021, Turner was part of the curatorial team who organized the art
exhibition of HRH Archduchess Gabriela von Habsburg, in Romania. Turner was also one of the
main media sponsors, along with Forbes magazines, of this European cultural event. At the
beginning of July 2021, Turner expanded her artistic career to lecturing at international art
events, the main one for her being The International Festival of Street Art which was held in
Timisoara, Romania; her academic dissertation is published in numerous art universities that
participated at this seminar. As of 2023, Turner will be an Associated Professor at the University
of West, Visual Arts Faculty in Timisoara, Romania. Turner works from her home studio. Her
future art projects include several group exhibitions (in Los Angeles, Milan, Buenos Aires, Tokyo,
and Shanghai), curatorial charity events for underprivileged children from Los Angeles who are
interested in art and have artistic inclinations, a collaboration with a chocolate factory in Europe
for designing the package of their limited edition collection that will be launched in 2022, and a
solo exhibition at a private art club in Vienna, Austria in July, next year. Turner will also be part of
the curatorial team who will organize the art exhibition of Countess Sorina von Keyserling, in
Romania in June 2022.
Bianca Turner’s paintings are deeply inspired by nature and its vivid colors, and by the societal
issues that surround her. Turner sees art as “the definition of infinity” and her work explores the
continuous transmutation of the evolving essence of life and nature. Visions and words turn into
colors and textures to create new narratives in this dimension of infinity. As an artist, Turner
feels that it’s important to bring awareness to the world regarding different problems that affect
us, as a single unit. In her art, she focuses on sending out a message to the whole entire world
about real problems that regular people have and she tries to make all the people (even the
ones who live in their bubble) think about what every individual’s impact in this world is. The
artist feels that we all must leave a legacy behind us for future generations and that her job is to
transpose this concept from her art to everyone else. She wants to make her fans and the ones
who see her work understand that the Future, Hope, and Success of the next generations start
with every one of us. Turner always affirms that we should not say “I hope” - we should always
say “I am hope” – this is the main message that is at the foundation of her art compositions.

Who are you?
My name is Bianca Turner and I was born in
Romania. For over 25 years I've been living and
working in Los Angeles, USA. I am a self-taught
artist, creating art for 18 years. I work from
home where I have two art studios, one located
outside and the other one arranged inside my
house. For more than ten months a year, I use
my outdoor studio because the Southern
Californian weather permits that and my indoor
studio is mostly utilized to present my paintings
to my collectors. I work with different types of
media, including oil sprays, resin, polyurethane
foam, and nitrocellulose; therefore, using
protective equipment is a must for me. My
family is very supportive of my job and I usually
spend over 10 hours/per day in my studio. For
more than 20 years I worked in corporate
America as an economist but since 2017 I am a
full-time artist. I started to paint as a hobby,
making art being a very good therapy to release
stress. What started as something fun to do
became my career now and I am very happy
doing what I like the most. I consider myself
extremely fortunate for having this luxury of
feeling on a permanent holiday because when
you do what you like you do not feel like
working, at all. I have a doctorate degree in
economics and I followed postgraduate studies
in marine biology. From each discipline, I have
learned a lot and my education, combined with
my life experiences help me tremendously with
my creativity.
What inspires you?
My brain is like a sponge and I get inspired by
everything, from nature, people, and the
universe in general, to any social issues that are
surrounding me, or simply by hearing a word,
an expression, a joke, reading the political news
or analyzing the stock market. Inspiration is
everywhere around me and I am an extremely
visual person being influenced by strong colors
and the climate and ecosystem that we have
here, in Los Angeles. I am also in love with the
tropical islands that are close to our continent
and as often as I can I soak my mind in the
beauty of this type of environment.

What is the role of an artist in society?
I am very passionate about the role that an
artist has in society. I truly believe that every
artist can make a difference in the world with
his/her creation and can bring a good
influence on other people just by making
them think about a piece of art or bringing
strong emotions out of their souls. An artist
has to be a role model and militate in such a
way, that other person would want to fight
for a good ideology. We usually say "I hope"
but through my art, I want to express the fact
that "I am hope". Each and every one of us is
responsible to be the hope for future
generations. That is my legacy as an artist
and also as a human being. I am striving to
make my public come out of the bubble and
understand how important is that we are all
accountable for the legacy that we leave
behind us for the ones that will be our
successors. It is our moral duty to create a
better place and better world and we can do
it very well through art.

What are you focusing on right now?
A large portion of my art inventory goes to charity
organizations where they are auctioned during
different events and all the proceeds go to the
ones in need. Currently, I work with various
international galleries and non-profit foundations
to auction my art, raise money and donate them to
Ukrainian refugees. In July 2022 I had a few works
auctioned in Zurich, Switzerland and the profits
went to the Ukrainian refugees who now reside in
Romania. I am also preparing for the next charity
event which will take place in Romania (the date is
to be determined) and again, the funds from the
auction will go to the Ukrainian refugees in
Europe. In the US I do similar types of activities but
with a foundation that fights against domestic
violence.

Describe how art is important to
society
Art is a universal language and it
connects people. In my opinion, art is the
best therapy for liberation from
frustrations, anger, bitterness, and bad
energy. When peace is always so fragile
throughout the world, and wars are
constantly separating people, art brings
people together and unites them in their
diversity. Art makes people understand
and accept each other. Also, art is
important because it is an infinite source
of creativity, hope, and love. My favorite
thing to say about art is that "Art is the
definition of infinity" (Dr. Bianca Turner).
This is also the hashtag that I use on
social media for every artwork that I post
and I would like to invite and welcome all
the artists to use the hashtag and be as
creative as possible.
How can your work affect societal
issues?
Through my work, I want to make people
think and learn something that they
might have not known. Every piece I
create contains a message; some works
have the message in the title which is
directly correlated to what is depicted on
the canvas and other ones have a hidden
or subliminal message. Recently, in an
exhibition that I had on Sunset Strip in
Los Angeles, I showcased two works:
WAR in antithesis with DREAMING OF
PEACE. My message was loud, clear, and
easy to be understood for the public.
However, I also explained to the art
patrons who visited the exhibition that I
created those pieces to bring awareness
that in the world, the "industry of war"
has significantly higher expenditure
yearly than the "industry of keeping the
peace" (Source: World Population Review,
2020). Based on the visitors' reaction, I
knew that, as an artist, I did my job right: I
brought cognizance regarding this issue
and everyone learned something new.

What is the biggest challenge of being an
artist?
For myself, and for other fellow artists from Los
Angeles, the biggest challenge is to showcase in
our hometown, Los Angeles. Due to the fact
that Hollywood is the capital of the movie
industry, the other types of visual arts are
expanding only based on "nepotism". Since the
movie industry is built up on the idea of whom
you know or with whom you are related, from
the field of actors/actresses, sadly, the same
principle applies to the world of art. Therefore,
although my work has international recognition
in museums, galleries, and private collections, in
Los Angeles I do not have the connections to
infiltrate the art world and I constantly have to
ship my work to galleries in New York and Miami
(the biggest art hubs in the US) or to other
continents where I have art exhibitions.
How useful has social media been for you?
Most of my business comes from social media,
especially Instagram. There I have made many
connections with artists and galleries from all
over the world and because of social media, I
was able to develop my consultancy business in
the field of art offering help/services to other
artists and/or galleries and curators.

How do you balance your time in the
studio with other commitments such as
a part-time job, family, or admin?
Due to the fact that I am an economist, I am
very disciplined at making the most out of
my time and having increased productivity
per hour. I focus well at starting and finishing
my daily tasks in a timely manner, I prioritize
my work, I use lists of "Things to do", I have
days when I allocate a certain amount of
hours to admin work and to run errands, I
never procrastinate my house or office
chores and I try to keep as many hours as
possible,
daily
for
improving
my
painting/drawing skills. I do work 7 days a
week but I also take breaks and balance my
time between having time off and being in
the studio.
What are you working on at the
moment?
One important thing for every artist is to
have the right inventory (stock) of artworks
for different events/ exhibitions/ festivals/
auctions, etc. Therefore, right now I am
preparing for the next two years' exhibitions
that I have in the pipeline, painting for two
different collections that I will present in
2023 and 2024 and I am also working on
creating paintings that can be auctioned at
the events I have for the Ukrainian refugees.
Those paintings depict either particular
scenes from Ukraine or get focused on the
theme of war and peace.

BILLY
DE LUCA

BOBBY
FORSYTHE

Bobby Forsythe has studied art for the last 9 years, recently graduating from completing an Art
History Masters course. The creative subjects were something she had excelled in during her
high school days and felt that it was an appropriate path to go down. At 25 years old, Forsythe
has great dreams of one day being able to give back as much to the artist community. Forsythe
is the founder of the art collective, Supporting the Arts which was established in 2020. She is the
curator of exhibitions that support local, international, and emerging artists. Supporting the Arts
was created in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, she realized the impact the pandemic had
on the arts and decided to host an online exhibition to support creatives within the U.K. After a
great response from artists, Forsythe now hosts annual online exhibitions.
Bobby Forsythe is an English artist, curator, art technician, and art historian, residing in Ipswich,
Suffolk. Throughout her career, she has explored and revisited the ideology of how the beholder
experiences artworks. Her creations focus on the beholder’s interaction with installation art and
transforming space by utilizing both natural and artificial light. Forsythe’s practice specializes in
the three-dimensional qualities of art, creating immersive environments to heighten the
experience for the beholder. Her integration of light and shape is utilized to create the illusion of
expansive space and shapely projections.

Why did you choose to be an artist?
Throughout my early years of education,
creativity was always the element of learning
that enticed me. Whether it be music, dance,
or art, I found myself more so engaged with
those classes than the more academically
favored subjects. The realization of wanting to
progress my practice into a professional
career stemmed from succeeding in creative
subjects at the college level. Falling in love
with the history and philosophy of art
heightened my passion and drove me to
desire more ambitious pathways in my
career.
What inspires you?
Experience. For me, experience is the catalyst
for all creation. I believe to successfully create
a piece of artwork; one must be able to learn
from their experience. Viewing exhibitions –
more so large immersive installations –
heightens my inspiration greatly. Although my
inspiration is somewhat derived from my own
interests, I utilize my feeling within that
moment of existence whilst viewing another
artist's installation as the very reason why I
create. The sense of belonging and becoming
encapsulated within an environment inspires
me.
What does your work aim to say?
My artwork – more so my installations – aims
to suggest for the beholder to just stop for a
moment and to become immersed within this
unusual environment. To completely forget all
prior knowledge of how a room's functionality
is meant to appear. It is a moment to observe
the theatricality of the lights and to leave
prior knowledge at the doorstep. Similarly,
this is seen within my two-dimensional resin
works. Many of these artworks are included in
my installations.
What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist? How do you address it?
The feeling of having to create artwork to fit a
trend. Installation art is not necessarily an
easy art form to profit from. Although money
is not the key interest in my creations – it
does help. I have struggled with the thought

of having to make my work more
commercialized for it to be more accessible
to audiences but knowing that for it to be
accessible is to physically stand within that
space is more rewarding than selling a
painting.
What do you like/dislike about the art world?
Capitalism and the ideology of ‘selling out.'
Although art is subjective and many artists
must find a way to determine success,
depending on their goals as an artist. I believe
society has pushed this damaging narrative of
having to be successful and financially well-off
to achieve a sense of status. Whereas in
reality – nobody really cares how much
money you have unless you are a collector or
an investor.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
I am heavily inspired by the writings of
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and the criticism
published by Michael Fried regarding
literalism. Philosophy has shaped the way I
approach my creations and broadens my
thoughts beyond what is in front of me. It
shifts my perspective into thinking about the
invisible and experiencing an artwork. As for
artists, Olafur Eliasson and Phillipe Pantone
are two artists who inspire me, due to their
color choices and execution of installations.

Describe how art is
important to society.
Art is incredibly detrimental
to society in various forms. It
should be represented as a
thriving
subject
within
education because it helps
with a lot of students who
may not thrive within more
academically
preferred
subjects that are almost
pushed on to you as a young
student. It helps greatly with
finding inner mental peace
and it enables communities
to thrive. Allowing individuals
to find their identity.
Is
there
a
specific
environment or material
that's integral to your
work?
Resin is a common medium
within my artwork. The
flexibility of this material
allows me to manipulate the
form into varying states to
include elements of light and
light-reactive pigment.
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BRIAN
VOCE
Our modern world is full of distracting ‘digital noise’, in
many ways this noise ‘interrupts’ and displaces the
conscious and subconscious mind as a place of dreams.
We need to create more space to dream (and daydream)
to let ‘ideas in’ to give our minds room to breathe again. In
this context the work here is a manifestation of this
process of creating space to dream, making visual the
ephemeral images of the mind. Much of my current
practice (The Bad Seed, and Fuzzy Logic series in
particular), links to an interest in issues surrounding the
genetic modification of plants and animals, and the chance
production of new chimeras. (How small changes could
lead to unforeseen and unpredictable consequences). The
work itself is neither pro nor anti-genetic modification. I
see the potential benefits of genetic modification
especially with regard to improving human health as
positives (to be explored with caution), however interspecies transgenic modifications (animal-human, animalplant) raise ethical, moral, and ecological questions, and
concerns about the consequences on human diet and
health. For example, inserting the genes of arctic fish into
strawberries to enhance their ability to retain their form
when frozen is for me unnecessary, a step too far... Put
simply: ‘when I eat strawberries I don’t want to eat fish...’
The work takes the circle as a trope, in much of my work it
is a metaphor for the ‘perfect’ seed a genetically
engineered ‘Pandora’s Box.' I began exploring the way very
simple geometric systems based on manipulating
circular repeats may combine unexpectedly, to produce complex and unexpected outcomes
through alignments of overlapping geometries creating images evoking ideas of ‘new and
imagined’ flora and fauna.

Who are you?
I’m a husband, father, artist, and Senior
Lecturer at the University of Lincoln where I’m
the Year 2 Lead for Graphic Design teaching
Visual Expression. Throughout my career I’ve
always continued to make, exhibit, and
(occasionally) sell my own work. This is
important personally and also because I think
it's necessary to be actively creative if you're
going to teach any creative subject.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I’m from a working-class background and as
such there wasn’t any expectation or
aspiration from my parents for me to
continue in education. The idea and
implications of studying art, or art as a career
was never discussed. They assumed I’d leave
school and find a job. It wasn’t that they
weren’t interested in me or my future (they
were), but this was something completely
outside their knowledge or experience.
Therefore I was the first in my family to go
into further and on into higher education
after school. I don’t think that my background
consciously affects my work, but to ‘not make
work’ creates an underlying feeling of guilt or
failure if I don’t make the most of my
opportunities. Making art really matters to
me...
What is your background?
I studied a Foundation Course in Art and
Design at Lincoln College of Art in the late 70s
then progressed to studying a crafts-based
degree at Brighton Polytechnic way back in
the early 80s. My course at Brighton
equipped me with a lot of practical skills and
because it had a strong fine art bias whilst
not a perfect fit it suited me fairly well (prior
to my Foundation Course I’d studied ceramics
and painting at college). I used the
opportunity to develop a series of sculptural
mixed-media floor pieces in wood and
ceramics. However, I’d never abandoned my
intention to become a painter and pretty
much returned to my first passion
immediately after leaving art school.

I continued to develop my work both 2 and 3
dimensionally but now mostly work with 2D in
paint, print, and encaustic mixed media.
Briefly returning to 3D with a series of lowrelief mixed media paintings/sculptures.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
After my compulsory state education was
completed way back in the late 1970’s I chose
to go to college and study my two great loves
Geography, and Art. Geography didn’t work
out so well as I subsequently discovered that
what really interested me was landscape, but
human geography did not at all. (I did,
however, develop a real interest in studying
Geology. These interests continue to
influence my creative practice). Art on the
other hand grew in importance to me, it felt
relevant and necessary, something I simply
had to do.

What is the role of an artist in society?
Hmm... interesting question let me fire it back,
define an ‘artist’. What kind of artist, fine artist,
illustrator, commercial artist/designer, and
where is the line drawn between these
disciplines and why do we compartmentalize
creativity in this way? For example, my
Graphic Design students often make work
equally as socially relevant and complex as
those I see fine arts students exploring, often
more so. If we are discussing Fine Art then in
Western artistic practice this has often been
regarded as the pinnacle of creative practice
somehow superior to other disciplines,
unsullied
by
‘impure’
commercial
considerations (attitudes derived from
Victorian snobbery perhaps). However fine
art’s a broad church, can there be a defined
role that can possibly encompass the whole
range of fine art output? I don’t think so and
any attempt to do so will inevitably only apply
to a narrow cohort excluding others. Who’s to
say that a traditional portrait artist’s work is
any more or less relevant and plays a lesser
role than the work of an artist whose practice
is avant-garde film or performance? I thought
I’d look to the Internet for an answer but
there’s a broad range of conflicting opinions
there too. I think that inevitably whatever
genre our creative outputs by default will
reflect the times and social norms they’re
created in. Therefore whether intentionally or
unintentionally perhaps our role as creatives
is collectively to open a ‘window’ for
succeeding generations in our lives and times.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
There are too many to list them all here;
However, Mark Rothko has had a major
influence on my work, particularly his
monumental ‘spiritual’ works and his use of
subtle tones and layering of paint. Miro
specifically his later pieces such as Bleu I/II/III
(I guess in a way though we’re back to the
‘colourfield’s’ of Rothko again), and his very
long drawing ‘Untitled 5’ which although
abstract develops a narrative as you read

along the work. I’m drawn to the way the
marks become bolder stronger and more
complex than recede again. I admire the
conceptual work of Cornelia Parker and the
way she explores association. The detritus
from vinyl cuttings and ear plugs made from
the dust found on Sigmund Freud’s couch are
all really thought-provoking works. A
colleague Nick Simpson of the Lincoln-based
studio General Practice creates really
inventive work using lenses to draw with light
I’m constantly in awe of his enthusiasm,
energy, creativity, and fabulously inspirational
stuff.

1. What motivates you to create?
Creating the work is very much a cathartic
exercise, in order to explore and resolve
ideas, to release the ‘pictures in my head
prompted by things I have seen, read about,
or encountered in the world around me that
resonate or have interest and importance to
me. For example Much of my recent work
links to an interest in issues surrounding the
genetic modification of plants and animals,
and the chance production of new chimeras.
(How small changes could lead to unforeseen
and unpredictable consequences). The work
takes the circle as a trope, in much of my
work it is a metaphor for the ‘perfect’ seed a
genetically engineered ‘Pandora’s Box.' It’s a
real ‘emotional high’ when a piece of work
finally does come together although
inevitably, it’s never quite what was initially
intended as the work always takes on a life of
its own. At that point, I have to proceed
instinctively and let the needs of the work
dictate the eventual outcome.
How do you balance your time in the
studio with other commitments such as
a part-time job, family, or admin?
Balancing the desire to create, meeting the
emotional and financial needs of the family,
meeting work commitments, and finding the
time for the administration required to
develop a career as an artist seems at times
an impossible task. Priorities shift: When my
son was young providing for my family was
paramount, and my creative work was second
to ‘family’. Employment is also both an
‘enabler’ in that it has provided me with the
financial stability for creative work to be
afforded but also a ‘disabler’ not just in terms
of the time but also in how my roles and
responsibilities occupy space in my head
displacing creative thought. Having recently
built a studio at home finding a balance has
become easier as I can now get in the studio
whenever the opportunity allows but still
maintain family commitments. It also enables
me to keep progressing ideas whilst at the
same time being committed to

teaching my students. I’ve also been able to
find more time to focus on looking for
opportunities to exhibit and promoting my
work, whereas previously when I was able to
get into my old studio the limited time felt so
precious that I was always focussed on
creating work, at the expense of looking for
opportunities to exhibit.

CAITLIN
SMITH
Caitlin is a multidisciplinary surrealist completing her master’s degree at the University of
Sunderland. Working with a plethora of mediums, Smith favors relief printmaking processes &
painting, acrylic being her preferred choice. At present, her practice explores the figurative
narrative of the internalized femme fatale conjuring fragmented paintings and prints. Her
practice strives to eradicate the unspoken autocracy and biased attitudes implemented within
both society & the Arts, alongside prioritizing inclusivity, and representation. Smith visually
transcribes an outrageous oeuvre displaying themes of politics, societal taboos, and conflict.
“I hope to disrupt and extinguish the prevailing prerogatives of the patriarchy and resist the social
conditioning of the so-called gender normative positions, "masculine" and "feminine" – I want to
encourage the audience to resonate with and understand the obstructive conformities and social
dissection women and marginalized genders have and continue to be, subjected.”

Why did you choose to be an artist?
Art has always been something that has
drawn me in from the sheer vulnerability it
can conjure. I was intrigued by a variety of
movements, particularly Surrealism, and
found artists like Frida Kahlo to really
resonate with me. The symbolism she used
within her work was so honest and cathartic
and I knew that I wanted to do the same. I
have chosen to be an artist so that I may
express rather than repress myself. There are
two objectives I seek within my work; to
provide a catharsis for audiences who have
experienced similar incidents in a satirical but
honest way, and lastly, I hope that in
illustrating my feelings I can help others
illustrate theirs.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
The art world is fabulous for versatility and
variety from artists of all backgrounds and it’s
beautiful to see so many movements be
explored and orchestrated in different ways.
There is, however, a flip side to this variety
though, and that is the censorship of women
and marginalised genders’ work, the STILL
evident preference for males within gallery
spaces, and the art market problem of
women and minority works being valued less.

What is the hardest part of creating for
you?
Harnessing my feelings and being honest
within my work can be quite painful. Recalling
these traumatic experiences, as you can
imagine causes a great deal of hurt, a miasma
of discomfort and agony to the soul...
But within this pain, there is a catharsis, an
opportunity to create concatenations of
allegorical displays. There is a chance to take
control and create something that can draw
awareness among viewers.
When is your favourite time of day to
create?
I of course take advantage of the morning and
day where I can use actual daylight, but I must
admit, I am a night owl and will happily sit and
paint from 6 pm to 6 am! I enjoy the silence of
these hours, filling it with eerie paranormal or
true crime podcasts, and challenging myself
to mix various tones under yellow artificial
light.
What motivates you to create?
I am motivated by the activist within me. If I
can create work that displeases the
phallocentric, egotistical discriminators of
today, then I know I’m doing something right.
The more outrageous displays I create the
more impact I can make; if I can draw more
focus on society to provide safety, inclusion
and equality for women and marginalised
genders, then I will.

How do you define success as an artist?
Like art itself, success is subjective. I view
success through whether or not my work has
made an impact on the audience, has it
stirred an emotive response, a catharsis to a
fellow survivor; have I cheesed off a
misogynist? If I have then, I have succeeded.
Money and acknowledgment can be nice, but
what good is either if the meaning within your
work doesn’t resonate?
What is the biggest challenge of being an
artist?
Aside from attempting to make a steady
income, the biggest challenge is being seen
and acknowledged.
As a woman artist, I am already exposed to
the evident sexism within the industry, but to
be a woman artist who creates vulgar and
confrontational work, leads to censorship
within galleries… despite male counterparts
painting the exact same subject, sometimes
more vulgar or promiscuous, displaying acts
of sex and rape.
So as a woman artist, I am challenged by a
continued prejudice, and gaining exposure, as
an artist alone I am faced with financial
challenges.

CAZ
HILDEBRAND

Caz Hildebrand was born in London and still lives in the city. She studied for a BA in Graphic
Design at Brighton University and MA at the Royal College of Art. She began her career designing
books as an Art Director at Penguin and Random House, then worked as a graphic designer and
creative director, designing books, brands, and packaging. Caz has also created her own books
on subjects as diverse as pasta, the history of ornament, and punctuation. After a career
designing to order, Caz has chosen to make objects that resonate with her personal
preoccupations with architecture, archaeology, and memory. She now feels liberated by the
opportunity to explore these concerns through experimentation with materials to give form to
her thinking through making. She says “I’m dazzled by the chameleon-like qualities of clay. It can be
anything you want it to be.”
Caz Hildebrand’s practice is concerned with temporality, seeking to make connections between
the past, the present, and the future, exploring the intersection between archaeology,
architecture, and art.
“Working with a vocabulary of geometric forms that can be configured in infinite combinations, I am
creating a lexicon with which to reflect on themes of memory, loss, and reparation.”
Caz works with clay, using various techniques including slab-building, casting, and press-molding.
She also uses glass, metal, plaster, and stone. These materials, like clay, have powerful
associations for her, embodying both transience and longevity. Using her language of geometric
forms in a range of materials creates new meanings and connections. She uses color to
delineate form and surface, making associations with childhood building blocks, and adding
elements of playfulness. These works invite audience interaction to rearrange them in new
compositions. The works reflect preoccupations with Modernism and brutalist architecture,
making connections, narratives, and manifestations of memory; all set within the context of the
urban landscape, which has been intrinsic in shaping her visual world. Caz was born in London
and still lives in the city. Her approach is clearly informed by her previous experience as a
graphic designer. Caz plans to develop larger-scale sculptural projects to encourage audience
interaction with her works and to re-evaluate perceptions about sculpture in site-specific
locations and the public realm.

Where are you from and how does that affect your work?
I am from London and living in this incredible city informs everything I do. The urban
world is the world I know best. It’s always changing and dynamic. London has such a
rich past, which sometimes reveals itself when you least expect it. Every time I go out in
the city, I see something new and inspiring. I love London.

What is your
background?
Originally, I studied graphics. I was interested
in visual communication and the power of
print. I love words and images, especially in
combination, so I worked in publishing as a
book designer. Later, I felt the need to
expand my repertoire, so I started a design
studio working on a wide range of branding,
packaging, and print projects. I also worked
on my own books on subjects that interested
me, so I could research unusual subjects in
greater depth.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
As a designer, I began to feel distanced from
the process of making as a way of developing
ideas. Most design inhabits the digital realm,
and I wanted to return to a more physical,
materials-based approach. I also felt a need
to make 3D objects, and I had
preoccupations that I couldn’t explore
through client-led projects. I decided it was
time to work on my own art practice.
Where do you find inspiration?
Architecture,
especially
Brutalism
and
Modernism. Ancient ruins and standing
stones. Cities. Rock formations. Repetition.
Factories. Bricks.

What's the purpose
or goal of your work?
I am interested in memory, in trying
to make objects that help to retrieve
memories or give them physical form. I have a
lexicon of forms that I use and often repeat in
different ways and different materials. I am
making my own visual language to try to
understand the world that connects us to the
past and the future.
Describe how art is important to society
Art matters. Without it, we cannot explore new
ideas and ways of thinking outside of the
conventional constraints that society imposes
on us. Creative responses to life are vital for our
society, our ideas, and our future.
How has your style changed over time?
Strangely, the longer I make work, the more I
realize that my style or my aesthetic sensibility
hasn’t really changed since I was a kid. I think we
pick up a visual awareness and influences that
get imprinted at a young age that stays with us,
informing our practice and influencing our
creative decisions.
Which art trends inspire your current
work?
I think my practice doesn’t reflect current
trends, and in traveling my own path, it probably
means my work doesn’t fit into a particular
niche

CESAR
MAMMADOV
Cesar Mammadov is one of the most prominent young Azerbaijani brush masters. He graduated
from the Art School named after A.Azimzade and the Academy of Arts of Azerbaijan and in
recent years actively participated in art projects in Azerbaijan and abroad, where his works were
exhibited at the most famous exhibition venues. “I love this life with a frenzy of love...” – this line
from Vladimir Nabokov’s poem, is most probably the best description of the creative belief of an
artist. In Cesar Mammadov’s paintings, the joy of existence is combined with a friendly interest in
the smallest details of life, and the romantic glorification of the beauty of nature goes hand-inhand with a display of creations of human hands in the foreground; figuratively, and sometimes
in the literal sense of the word.

If the sea is depicted, it is
full of multicolored sails,
and if it is a city, it is
variegated and brightly
colored with bright walls,
balconies, and posters.
Even industrial landscapes
such as a panorama of
oil fields, under the brush
of the artist, gain a kind
of businesslike or modest
character, and yet
vibrancy is achieved by a
carefully calibrated
balance of clean and
bright colors, with muted
background nuances. The
purity of tones is combined with clarity or even the harshness of lines. The artist seems to offer
his viewer a fresh look at daily wonders of the world: overflow of seawater, a mosaic of beach
umbrellas, openwork masts, labyrinths of tiled roofs, perception of which involuntarily turns into
“fray at the edges” with aging. These landscapes are neither idealized nor invented. This is a kind
of Traveler’s Diary because Cesar Mammadov travels a lot. In his canvases, Spain, Turkey, France,
Italy, cities, mostly maritime towns, and ports, with their troublesome daily life appears before
us... Cities can be depicted in different ways, but in his canvases, they are mostly filled with light
and festivity to various extents. They say, Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and it is true.
Confident strokes of his still-life paintings and portraits are sprinkled with the same love for life,
equally full of light in terms of mood, sometimes pacifically calm, and sometimes bright and
playful.

CHERRY ADAM

Who are you?
My name is Cherry Adam. I’m from Caracas,
Venezuela, but I live in Berlin, Germany. I’m a
multidisciplinary artist. My work includes
photography, essays, poetry, field recordings,
and performance. Right now, I’m focusing on
photography (analog and digital.)
Why did you choose to be an artist?
Every human being, inherently, is an artist.
Every choice you make, what you like, the way
you dress, and your view of the world is a
creative/artistic process by itself. However,
after a few years of being self-deprived (due
to trauma) of channeling my feelings through
artistic expressions, I’ve decided to reclaim
this territory in full force.
What inspires you?
Mostly, my personal experiences. There's so
much that I want to say and share. I'm
learning how to love and celebrate my body
as a nurturing being, as a medium of creation.
That led me to start working on an extensive
and ongoing self-portrait project. I'm
experimenting with my identity and the
different ways I can show my struggles.
What does your work aim to say?
Coming from a domestic violence background
and having this unresolved relationship with
my parents defined my entire youth and early
adulthood. Finally, after years of therapy, I
have the tools to identify patterns and heal
myself. My art is another way of healing, and
by sharing it, I am trying to tell others: I see
you, and you are not alone.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
I genuinely love Francesca Woodman’s work.
She is my number one. But I also love
Graciela Iturbide, Ana Mendieta, Claude
Cahun, and Anne Brigman. From a more
contemporary perspective, I like Maria Lax,
Olga Karlovac, Nadia Lee, Petra Collins, and
Miss Meatface (she is the best.)
Is there a specific environment or
material that's integral to your work?
My camera. Recently, I've started to buy
disposable cameras and take them with me
everywhere I go.

How do you define success as an artist?
Success is doing what you love freely. Without
commoditizing your art and compromising
your true self to appeal to others.
Unfortunately, the art world and social media
push artists to do the opposite to be “seen,”
to be “recognized.”
What are you working on at the
moment?
I found these weird paper masks in a shop,
and they reminded me of Inge Morath’s
photos of Saul Steinberg’s paper bag masks.
So, I decided to do a similar project by me
wearing these masks. When I wear them, I
feel different and empowered. It's an out-ofbody experience. It is the way we create
different identities to be accepted or to fit in.

CHUU WAI
Chuu Wai is a Mandalay artist who has been active since 2008 when she began studying at the
National University of Art and Culture (Mandalay) and Technological University (Mandalay). She
has had eight solo exhibitions and already had about 30 local and international exhibitions
including London, Paris, New York, Hong Kong, and Canberra. She was invited as a speaker for
international and local art talks and events such as the Women’s Forum (Singapore), Global
Entrepreneurship Week, British Embassy class, etc. She is a founder of ‘Young Dream’ under the
Jefferson Center (Mandalay) which is group organizing workshops and exhibitions for young
artists. In Myanmar, she is also well known as a young influencer artist and was for example
selected to be part of the Myanmar Influencer Award. Chuu shared her inspiration and
motivation on many TV channels, media, and press articles, including BBC News, VOA Burmese
News, Polskie Radio, Trebuchet Magazine, Frontier, The Myanmar Times, MNTV, MRTV 4, and
many more.
Since 2015, Chuu has been working on paintings that reflect her interest in the female identity
when her artistic impulse found a new outlet after the sexual harassment of a guy on the street.
This experience made her focus on gender issues and the condition of women in Myanmar
today. The artist, who is an engineer as well as a painter, has created a series of works with many
layers which conceal and reveal. The paintings are created against the many ways society
controls and scrutinizes women more than men, the ways that women resist, and the way that
culture is evolving. She sees her paintings as part of that evolution.
Chuu Wai is interested in discovering and working with handcrafted materials which showcased
artwork made in part with traditional that-means and longyis (traditional long, wrap skirt) fabrics
as canvases. The strong, confident, sexy women depicted with traditional (male) accessories
challenge the control of society over women. Like her peers today, the women in the paintings
are sexy, playful, confident, and thoughtful – no longer prepared to accept the traditional role
Myanmar society has thrust upon them for too long.

Who are you?
I am Chuu Wai, an emerging feminist artist
from Myanmar. While my work is focused on
Myanmar culture, currently I am in exile from
the country following the Military coup of
February 2021 and the insecurity that this led
to for artists such as myself who paint
controversial art. After experiencing the
Military coup and political repression in
Myanmar, I had originally planned to settle in
Ukraine, but events forced me to abandon
my newly built studio in Kyiv and currently I
am living in Paris, trying to establish stability
as a new immigrant while I continue my
artistic career and using my art as a form of
activism and empowerment.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I grew up in Myanmar, and as a child moved
often. My experiences growing up in both
rural and urban settings gave me valuable
insight into the rich and varied cultures of the
country and my artwork reflects this diversity
of social attitudes. These experiences bring
inspiration to my artwork, which reflects the
way that social norms and attitudes,
particularly regards femininity, change
according to time and space. My work pokes
and teases so-called ‘traditional’ ways of
thinking about women and their place in
society, by juxtaposing images of contrasting
values.

What is your background?
My interest in themes of gender and social
justice began from a personal starting place
when my underaged sister was groped in a
public place. Since then I have used my
painting as a means to fight gender-based
oppression.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
I chose to be an artist over my Batchelor's
and IT engineering career. Art has an invisible
powerful weapon to give the message and
question the society where we live in.
If someone points a gun to your head to
accept one concept, maybe you will refuse.
But through art slowly, delicately people
accept the idea. That’s why all the countries
which want to be powerful or dominate the
world are using art to dominate their power.
What inspires you?
My inspiration comes from society and the
people around me. How they treat each
other, how they build a relationship, the
colors they use, the lifestyle they live, the
current culture, and the social history is not a
straight line of progress, but each period
throws up an array of conflicting attitudes and
ways of thinking. These daily lives are my
inspiration.
What does your work aim to say?
My work engages directly with the political
and sexual oppression ongoing in my country
and aims to challenge patriarchal mindsets
within Myanmar, particularly those associated
with military dominance. My work is also a
means of informing the world about the
current atrocities being committed in
Myanmar, especially those against women,
such as rape being used as a weapon and
sexual torture. It also seeks justice against the
various forms of mental oppression that
restrictive gender norms impose on women
throughout society.

Tell me about your favorite medium.
My favorite medium is painting on Myanmar
traditional fabric which women use for longyi
(long skirts, sarong). They are not only
beautiful but also full of meaning that lies
behind that even the clothes of men and
women don’t have the right to wash, hang or
treat equally. In doing so I hope to provoke
and stimulate a conversation on how gender
norms permeate the everyday lives of women
in Myanmar right down to their clothes and
offer images that show an alternative, more
positive femininity.
What is the biggest challenge of being an
artist?
The biggest challenge of being an artist under
the dictator during the revolution, my family
has an impact on all the artwork that I create
and at some point, they were even forced to
move from their home to a safer location for
political repression. So, I want to keep crate
with freedom of expression and at the same
time find safety for my family and friends who
are still inside the country.

How useful has social media been for
you?
While actively fighting for Military Coup
through art, social media can be undeniable
proof to put me in jail. But now being away
from home and finding a new life, social
media helps me to keep in touch with them
and to find new friends and people who love
my creation, and help me to build my artistic
career.
When faced with making a big decision,
how do you decide what is the right thing
to
do?
There is no right or wrong decision,
depending on the perspective. Some
decisions that we think are bad might be
good and find pleasure for some people. what
I really believe is the consequence. Every
decision has its consequences. So, I always
decide that I can accept its consequence.

DANIEL SPEHR

Who are you?
I am a Swiss photographer. Self-employed
with his own studio in Basel for over 30
years. I originally came from painting and
then completed an apprenticeship as a
photographer. Worked in advertising
photography for many years. Since 2006
mostly art documentaries for museums,
galleries, and artists. In addition, there are
always my own projects.
What inspires you?
Stroll through big cities, play on words, and
dreams, visit exhibitions...
What does your work aim to say?
My personal work does not have a specific
meaning and can usually be interpreted in
different directions.
When is your favorite time of day to
create?
Creativity and innovative strength need a
rhythm of day and dream, of activity and
pausing.
How do you define success as an
artist?
Artistic success does not always take place
in the here and now, but often starts with
a delay. With this, an artist works for a long
time without immediate success feedback
and has to give himself sufficient stability,
motivation, and perseverance.
A well-known proverb says: Don't talk
about success, let actions do the talking. In
other words today: Don't necessarily
celebrate your own successes first, but
rather recognize that your own success is
always
based
on
the
previous
achievements of others. It is only the many
suggestions, inspirations, the well-known
and lesser-known successes of others that
we who are alive today owe a lot too.
Success is not only based on a solitary,
individual achievement but is a product of
past and present, one's own and other's
achievements. You are only as successful
as the team in which you were willing to
share successes with others.

Where do you find inspiration?
I work according to the pleasure principle and
let chance play a part. Inspiration often
comes from work. Ultimately, inspiration
leads to creativity, although the reverse also
works. Getting to know new people, places or
cultures broadens the horizon. Going through
the world with open eyes and ears is certainly
never wrong in order to get new ideas
»breathed into«. An idea is created by using,
changing, or reconnecting something that
already exists. The more elements I have in
my stock, the sooner and more likely new,
exciting, inspiring combinations, i.e. ideas,
result from them. Real art is not to lose sight
of the future in everyday life. Those who
retain the ability to see the special every day
will find inspiration in many places. In books,
in articles, in music, in the museum, on the
tram, in the beer garden, and on the street. It
is important to allow inspiration to happen.
Do interesting things and interesting things
will happen to you.

FERNANDO
CORREIA
Fernando Correia is from São Paulo, Brazil. Was born into a family of plastic artists and grew up
visiting the studios of his father, uncle, grandfather, and friends. Fernando graduated in
advertising and publicity in 2007 but has always worked with the arts. In 2020 entered a college
of visual arts, for a bachelor's degree and since then have worked as well as ever before.
Between 2008 and 2012 lived on the northern coast of the state of São Paulo, on an island
called Ilhabela with 32,000 inhabitants. The contact with tropical nature changed the sensitivity
forever. There he was able to express his taste for the plein air landscape but also for Brazilian
popular arts. The pandemic allowed Fernando to dive into his personal journey and started to
resume aesthetic experiences from the period on the coast.
''Art is an infinite field of experimentation, expressions, studies and conclusions about life, the world
and society. Colors are the means I found to form a power to abduct the spectator's attention and
thus create a relational object that enriches people's daily lives. I like to discuss art in its different
moments in history: spontaneous, abstract, and modern art. Remaking myself with each artistic
intention is a way of metamorphosing myself towards being free and open to the messages that
society and I need to share. Offering grace, charm, and love with simplicity is a privilege and
responsibility of life. I try to answer life with life. And thus transmit the cosmic forces that make Brazil
my space for capturing and irradiating plastic, critical and poetic sensibilities.''

Where are you from and how does that
affect you?
I am from São Paulo, a large and populous
city, so wherever you look there are people.
We are mostly from different backgrounds so
each person has his/her specific history and
ancestry. Brazilians are known for their
warmth, and friendliness, Paulistanos are
different though, a little cold, and impersonal
but very smart. There is a saying that goes: as
alone as a Paulistano. People in S. Paulo are
hardworking. Being an artist was the way I
found to keep a psychological activity of joy
and happiness permanently alive in me. The
Brazilian warmth and affection that my city
lacks, I try to develop in myself.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
I did not choose to be an artist, life chose it
for me. At the age of 14, I was a good
student, I liked math and I wrote reasonably
well, many professions awaited me, but
suddenly I felt an urge to connect to the
visual arts, and the joy I caused in my family
was so great that I never lacked for anything.
For a long time, I wanted to be the best,
better than Van Gogh or Picasso. What a
frustration, how ridiculous!! Too late, I was
already intrinsically too involved to let it go.
What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist? How do you approach this?
The biggest challenge is being respectful of
history and at the same time open to the
world’s news. I believe that plastic skills are
inexhaustible sources of aesthetic renewal if
perfection is not accepted as a goal. There

are extremely skilled artists; however,
sensitivity, incredible as it may seem is
beyond technique. Without delicacy, it is
difficult to advance in learning about one’s
own vibration. A huge difficulty is also that
you must work all the time, for the hand
forgets the skills if you stop working.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
I like the arts as temporal landmarks
between art and history. I don’t like it when
artists destroy everything that came before
them to establish themselves and their
movements. I don’t like that art is almost
always a manifestation of ruptures. I see the
best innovations within the continuity of art.
But nowadays this is almost impossible.
What is the hardest part regarding
creating for you?
When I am rested inspiration flows
naturally. My biggest difficulty, therefore, is
resting. Because if I work tired, I lose control
of the delicate drive that increases the
incidence of grace in my job. In
spontaneous arts, which is the name of the
style presented here, my main concern is to
elaborate the drawings. I consider myself so
bad at anatomy that I inhibit myself from
drawing on new subjects. It is rare to find
windows of inspiration for new designs, but
when that happens I make several drawings
in a short period of time. Copying a paper
design to a new canvas and coloring it is
easy, it is difficult to create this initial
element of representation.

Name the artist or artists you would like
to be compared to and why.
Brazil is full of unique artists. I think I’m worse
than the artists I admire, and I think that’s
because it’s hard to recognize the energy of
my time before it is gone. José Antônio da
Silva, Djanira da Motta e Silva and Ranchinho
are extremely free and creative personalities
who were able to capture the energy of a
Brazil that no longer exists. This for me is
extremely
pleasurable
and
relevant.
Especially since memory efforts in my country
are poor. Our history is not widely
disseminated among our population. Art
does not hide the power of each era. One
only needs to see to feel, therefore, I
understand where I came from and where I
can improve myself with a comfortable heart.
What is the purpose of your work?
The purpose of my work is to record and
transmit liveliness. I aim at making relational
objects to abduct people’s attention so
intensely that my images occupy their
memories. And when these people and my
works meet again, comparisons arise
between the memory of the work of art and
this in reality. You remember one thing but in
reality, it is another. I believe that makes
people happy.

How has your style changed over time?
I started painting monsters (1996-97). Then I
started painting home environments (19982003). Then landscapes (2004-2008). At that
time (2005) I started to make sculptures
regarding formal issues linked to popular arts
in Brazil. Then I dedicated myself a lot to the
arts of observational drawing (2009-2012).
The absence of color in this type of work, in
addition to the strong predilection for
abstract art in cultural institutions in the
2000s, led me to develop a critical view of
Concrete art. I did geometric abstract art for
9 years (2012-2020). With the pandemic, I
started to perform all kinds of art that I
practiced until then, in addition to portraits. I
don't have heteronyms, but I could have.

Do you have a network of other artists,
and how do they support you?
I think one of the biggest difficulties I have is
finding qualified interlocutors to discuss the
visual arts. I was born into a family of visual
artists; I am the third generation of artists. So,
I learned a lot watching my father and
grandfather work in their ateliers. But I also
acquired artist friendships through them.
These are older people who are free to say
what they like or don't like about my work.
That brings me information about the world.
My grandfather introduced me to Gauguin.
My father, Paul Klee. For example. I'm in a
college room with students who are making
their first efforts in the arts, people much
younger than me. It makes me see my
personal story with different eyes. One thing I
often do is introduce myself to the artist who
is exhibiting at a vernissage. And so, I make
many artist friends the same age as me. São
Paulo is very rich in visual artists.
How do you stay connected and up-todate with the art world?
São Paulo is a very interesting city for an
artist. Every week several exhibitions are
opened. I go to galleries and museums. Since
2020 I have been attending the college of
visual arts at Faculdade Santa Marcelina and
there I find professors with excellent skills
and references, both current and past. What I
like most about college are the easy-tounderstand arts texts. Because in the art
world there are many difficult texts, and I
didn't know how to find the introductory
information. So, there is a practice but also
readings and lectures in my formal learning. I
also go to Rio de Janeiro from time to time to
look at art exhibitions.
How do you promote your work and your
shows?
Every Sunday from 9:00 am to 3:30 pm I have
a stall at an antique fair in the opening of the
most important museum in the city of São
Paulo, the MASP. In my bank, I make available,
artwork, folders, and business cards with
Instagram, Whatsapp, and a Website. Some
people come to me after the

fair. And after a year and a half of this
practice, I already receive orders by word of
mouth. In addition, I do a door-to-door sales
effort at art offices, art auction houses, and
galleries. My price list is public, I practice the
same prices as my trading partners. I aim at
practicing fair prices: neither cheap nor
expensive. I believe that my work is
democratic for the variety of sizes I offer to
the public. However, unfortunately, they are
inaccessible to 90% of the people who come
to me. I'm writing a book about my 25 years
of dedication to the arts. It will have more
than 200 images commented on by me.

FREDERICK
BAMFO
Frederick Bamfo lives and works between Kumasi, Obuasi, and Cape Coast, Ghana where he is
redefining the modern art and architectural landscape through his multidisciplinary art forms.
Bamfo is a Ph.D. candidate at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Kumasi,
Ghana where he obtained his Master of Fine Art in 2014 and his Bachelor of Fine Art in 2010. He
also studied Fashion Design and Textiles at Kumasi Technical University, Kumasi. His work has
been exhibited in countries such as Ghana, South Africa, Ethiopia, Spain, Germany, Italy, China,
and the United States. He has won numerous awards and plaudits for his academic and creative
works including the prestigious AAmA Award for Cultural Ecology Contribution in Hangzhou,
China, in 2021. Bamfo was one of the 2022 BlueCanvas Studios AIR residency laureates. His work
questions issues around slavery, spatiality, material history, constructed sociocultural
hierarchies, borders, migration, and geopolitics of the 21st-century globalization climate.
Bamfo’s work interrogates our individual selves through the lens of multidisciplinary and crosscultural approaches. It frees itself from self-referentiality into open-ended approaches by
adopting the culture of simplicity and accessibility of its materials, concepts, and processes that
seek to democratize art for the purpose of social cohesion, and inclusivity and inspires change,
particularly in the age of social disconnect, economic and geopolitical crises. His work explores
questions around slavery, globalization, ecology, migration, and borders and how these
questions can transform socially constructed hierarchies and authoritarianism especially in
Africa and around the world in general, through art in another context outside the museum and
gallery spaces. Based on exchanges, negotiations, and collaborations, artist-object-audienceattitude mediate between propositions of multiple processes and hands-on experiences of neoobject making and exhibition encounters.
He uses his trademark jeans material that has a long history and links dating back from cotton
plantation to slavery, peasantry to working class, and community-specific to globalization. The
materials he collects, with the help of loose groups, from eclectic sources, are loosened,
mapped, and sewn together merging their embedded cultures and histories to form a large
cloak with prints that are inspired by his local adinkra symbols through the collaborative effort of
many audiences from diverse communities. The cloak is used to build ‘cubes’ with the aid of
wooden structures in the form and concept of his native compound house in Ghana at various
public spheres. The cube is different in form, concept, and attitude from the global white cube as
we know it. The cube offers diverse convivial activities inside and outside for audiences to
experience on their own terms. These activities are ignited through performance, videos,
audience-responsive installation, and the environment, creating rituals and discourses around
socio-political and economic issues in diverse communities.

What is your background?
I was formally trained as a painter but later
realized the limitations of my canvas and then
decided to go social instead of staying in my
studio to paint. This realization was truly selfemancipation from illusionist expressions to
neorealist expressions. My current work
focuses on socially-engaged practice where I
get the chance to exchange with many
people and cultures.
What inspires you?
I am inspired by makeshift structures –
referring to fabricated structures that are
mostly not in the original frame of Ghana’s
urban plan but are part of her spatial matrix.
My inspiration is the point of reference to reinvent traditional architectural concepts that
reflect and navigate our social, political, and
economic activities in the 21st century and
beyond.
What does your work aim to say?
My work calls for alternative approaches in
responding to our local as well as global
crises and envisages more collective
exchanges in dealing with issues that are
pertinent to our globalization process. This
process, to me, should start with our local
communities.
How do you define success as an artist?
I believe active participation is a primordial
right for everyone so I count it as a success
when I manage to work with a lot of people
from diverse communities. I vehemently
believe change actually starts with active
participation.

Is there a specific environment or material that is
integral to your work?
Audience participation is an inextricable part of my
work so I prefer to work largely in public spheres where
I can engage with many people, and also everyone can
see and experience. In terms of specific material, I use
Jeans clothes as a world to map new worlds. The
material has global history, character, and identity. It
transcends borders, hierarchies, and identities.
What is the role of artists in society?
I believe artists should instigate positive change which
is pivotal to social development through the creation of
innovative projects which seek to promote social
cohesion and inclusion.
How do you promote your work?
Social media has proven to be the most viable space
for the promotion of my work, especially via Facebook
and Instagram but I also seize the opportunity to get
my work published online and in print magazines.
What are your long-term goals?
As an independent artist who seeks to redefine spaces, contexts, and concepts through
exchanges and collaborations, I plan to create artistic platforms for other artists to benefit from
me.

GIORGIO
GERARDI

Giorgio Gerardi was born in 1953 and I live in Italy, in Favaro Veneto, Venice. Around the age of
twenty, he approached the study of the History of Art, as an autodidact, and began his personal
photographic research. He got fascinated by the artistic Avant-garde of the late Nineteenth and
early Twentieth centuries, and also the artistic currents of Minimalism and Conceptual Art. All
these artistic phenomena attracted him mostly because they are focused on the analysis of the
visual medium, then on the staging of reality and its representation, as the history of Art and
Photography had instead accustomed us. In recent years, Giorgio has been focused on some
details of the environment around him: clouds, leaves, and everyday objects.
''The images that I present are part of the "clouds" project, a project that I started in July 2019 and that
I have developed in several series, in color and in black and white, and this is one of the last. Clouds
are a subject that has always fascinated me; they are something that changes constantly, to remind us
of the continuous becoming of reality. They are something that has no shape of its own, but changes
moment by moment, in ways that are always different and unrepeatable. They are light and elusive.
They cannot be grasped, they cannot be touched, they remain something indefinite, almost
unclassifiable.''

What is your background?
Around the age of twenty, I approached the study of the History of Art, as an autodidact, and I
began my personal photographic research. I got fascinated by the artistic Avant-garde of the late
Nineteenth and early Twentieth centuries, and also the artistic currents of Minimalism and
Conceptual Art.
All these artistic phenomena attracted me mostly because they focused on the analysis of the
visual medium than the staging of reality and its representation, as the history of Art and
Photography had instead accustomed us.
What inspires you?
In recent years, I have focused on some details of the environment around me: clouds, leaves
and trees, and everyday objects that you daily have under your eyes.
What does your work aim to say?
The images that I present are part of the "clouds" project, a project that I started in July 2019 and
that I have developed in several series, in color and in black and white, and this is one of the last.
Clouds are a subject that has always fascinated me; they are something that changes constantly,
to remind us of the continuous becoming of reality. They are something that has no shape of its
own, but changes moment by moment, in ways that are always different and unrepeatable. They
are light and elusive. They cannot be grasped, they cannot be touched, and they remain
something indefinite, almost unclassifiable.
I try to get images that are as colorful as possible, and with shapes that I like, and that is what I
also do for the "Clouds" and "Leaves" projects. I do not make a priori choices, I start processing
the raw file of the photograph, and I work it, changing the parameters until I get something that
satisfies me.
Colors don’t have to represent something; there is a language of color and psychology of color,
but I don’t try to "write something".

Who are your biggest artistic influences?
Among the various artists, I could mention
Cezanne, who did multiple times the mountain
Sainte Victoire, taken from the same angle and
further reduced to geometric shapes, almost
abstract. So, repetition and differentiation.
Other artists that have influenced me are Man
Ray, László Moholy-Nagy, Ugo Mulas, Franco
Fontana, Luigi Ghirri. Not to forget Duchamp,
the father of what would have been called
Conceptual Art fifty years later.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
I don't use any particular equipment; I have a
Canon Eos 550D with a focal length of 18-55
mm, with which I take 90% of the images, and I
also use my Xiaomi Mi T9 mobile phone. The
main part of my work is focused on postproduction, and therefore in the use of digital
graphics programs, especially Photoshop and
Gimp. Digital files allow reworkings that were
unthinkable with the old film. With the first
series of the project "Clouds" I began to dwell
on the same image, first varying the exposure,
tones, contrast, the colors, and secondly
enlarging and focusing on individual details,
otherwise lost in the totality of the photograph.
So, I continued with this technique, going into
more and more detail. The constants of this
method of work are repetition and continuous
differentiation from repetition itself. I was very
inspired by American musicians like Philip Glass
and Terry Riley.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
There is no end to a job, but only a point of
temporary arrival.

What are you focussing on right now?
Lately, I've been working on the DETAILS
project; one of the first series was “fireplace”,
In the last series it is hard to even recognize
the original subject, as the detail takes a life of
its own. What interests me is not a mere
representation of the real object; I want the
result to be a set of shapes and colors that I
like.
visible at

IVAN
KANCHEV
Ivan Kanchev was born in Ruse. In 2000 he has graduated in Ceramics at the National Academy
of Arts in Sofia, and in 2006 in Psychology at the University of Ruse "Angel Kanchev“. He
defended his doctoral dissertation in art history and fine arts at the Department of Sculpture,
and in 2010-11 he was a part-time lecturer in sculpture at the Department of Ceramics at the
National Academy of Arts. Ivan has had dozens of solo exhibitions of his work and participated in
many group exhibitions in Bulgaria, and in prestigious ceramics forums in Italy, Spain, Japan,
Poland, Denmark, France, Belgium, Switzerland, China, Austria, Germany, Portugal, Croatia, USA,
and others. He has won national and international awards (Prize in the international competition
for the Art of Unity Creative Award, New York (2021); "GOLD LIST Special Edition - The best
contemporary artists of today" in Art Market Magazine. Global Media Company (2021, 2022);
Award, Light Space & Time Art Gallery, Palm Springs, CA, USA (2021). His works are in prestigious
galleries and museums around the world. He is the author of curatorial projects and several
books in the field of sculpture and ceramics.
„Man, where are you? Night visions“
The project "Man, where are you?" concerns
current problems of the present existence.
Everything is fragmented in ecological, social,
and political terms. The earth is "notched". The
man is small and naked, confused and
defenseless, represented with outstretched
arms and legs apart - in a poetic and artistic
crucifix. It is an object-subject, center and
periphery, meaning and time.
The man runs, looking to find his foundations.
His human nature is shaken. Embroiled in the
mosaic of continuing problems, frantically seeks
happiness in the maze of life. But is he able to
come to his senses and find himself? Will he find
happiness in this direction of search?
The depicted scenes with clay and fire in "Man,
where are you?" are nocturnal, as in a dream, as
picture visions. Thematically they are derived
from the heritage of universal history and
culture. The monumental vessel shape is
symbolic. The circle is like an echo of the ideal,
like an image of Mother Earth, like the Sun. The
rectangle is reminiscent of human existence,
the boundaries of time, space, and corporeality.

Why did you choose to be an artist?
More likely, art chose me. The choice is largely
determined by your natural gift, which in a
sense predetermines you. It's part of who you
are. An artist is like a bird that flies because
that's how it was created. I've been drawing
all the time since I was little. At our home we
had
drawings
everywhere.
During
communism (as a teenager), artists were held
in high esteem. Art was used for political
propaganda purposes, which created in some
ways a beneficial context that was hugely
influential. I've never wanted to pursue any
other profession, although sometimes it was
very difficult and I wanted to give up. But this
weakness and liberation from the obsession
with art is momentary.
It's easy to choose to become an artist, but
it's hard to stay one for all the time. Art is like
religion, with its rituals and attributions. It
requires dedication, defending the choice, the
belief. The path of the artist is like the road to
Calvary.
What inspires you?
I don't believe in inspiration, but in the need
to do something with my hands, in spite of
everyone and everything. That need is the
foundation of the creativity. It's a pure
foundation that is compulsory. I identify as a
closed system. I'm at the stage where I see
finished things in my mind like in a picture with details and colors. I only have to
materialize my visions. When I feel foreign
influence I go far away. "To put someone
else's shirt on is a mortal danger". The idea is
to create originality. It takes hard work and
consistency, dedication, and focus to manifest
it. But originality is not taught and taught. You
are born with it.

When is your favorite
time of day to create?
I keep working all the
time. I define myself
as an agriculturalist who
gets up early to dig in the
field until the evening. Because
I don't use an easel or table, I can work on the
floor all day. It's exhausting. It's like picking
strawberries in the field. I like to get up early
to create and contemplate (undisturbed by
the heaviness of the day) in the pristine
silence of the morning. It is unique to feel the
awakening of a new day.
What's the purpose or goal of your work?
I try to look at things simply. I'm at the stage
where there's no aim for me. It's simple!
When I see the work in my mind I start
working. It's pure base again. Creativity for me
is mostly an intuitive activity.
The most important thing is the emission of
the work. I keep naturalness in my work. I use
the surging power of the materials. It's
admirable what range fire can paint.
I am currently continuing to develop the cycle
"Night visions? Man, where are you?" where I
address social and existential questions. In
the spirit of the times, I search for universality,
but I don't stay only at the level of social
issues. I ask questions about the meaning of
existence. My works from "Night Visions" can
be seen as sculptures, objects, pottery,
mosaics, and paintings (and with distinct
graphic moments). They are like installations. I
don't know anyone who has achieved this
composite clay form of a smoky variety of
square cores, also organized in sculptural
bands.
The theme of the human figure is timeless. It
is interesting to trace its development over
the centuries. I represent man as a runner
and a looker.

How do you develop your art skills?
For me, things go quite naturally - step by
step. But it takes a lot of hard work,
consistency and stubbornness to develop
your skills and to get the material down so
you can express yourself freely and casually.
It takes a lot of work, a lot of pressure to
express your gift. It is like the muscles of an
athlete that develop. Character is the engine
of the gift. Will, steadiness, tenacity fight for
your field. Art doesn't tolerate obedient
people.
How do you balance your time in the
studio with other commitments such as
a part-time job, family, admin?
Art is not larger than life. I'm very close to my
family. It is the source of happiness. But I
have a need for other activities. But to
combine them successfully with daily duties
requires good organization. With a strong will
you overcome momentary emotional states,
downs and weaknesses. I get bored of things
quickly. That's why I'm like a drummer,
several activities at the same time are
welcome. Complete obsession with art is
dangerous. It's like idolatry that enslaves you.
As time goes on, you find your rhythm.
What are you working on at the
moment?
I have two solo exhibitions coming up. So I
need to finish a few works and I refrain from
new ones. With ceramics, the process is very
long. Inspiration is expressed as a flash of
ideas in the mind that quite often stay
unrealized. So I make several works at the
same time to somehow "outsmart" the time. I
am also among the curators of a large-scale
project with leading contemporary artists,
which I have an idea to realize at the
Archaeological Museum of Sofia. It is a
challenge
to
stand
among
world
masterpieces from the Neolithic, Antiquity,
and Medieval periods in the Bulgarian lands.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
At a philosophical view there is no moment
when the work is finished. You can always
build on it, re-create it. It's all a matter of

individual feeling, of intuition, which is
determined by your stage of development. At
what level you are. When the work doesn't
annoy me, I'm done with it. I like to get up
early to go into the studio, to look at it with a
clear eye. This ritual is repeated many times.
That's how I know if anything else needs to
change. It happens that after a year I
remodel.

What is the biggest
challenge of being an artist?
The greatest provocation of art and life is to
overcome oneself in order to develop and
affirm
oneself.
Stagnation
is
death.
Overcoming in art is a risk that may be worth
taking.

JOSEF GATTI
BUONTEMPO
Josef Gatti Buontempo is an Italo-Maltese visual artist and poet who lives and works in Saint
Julian’s, Malta. He has a B.A. in Italian and History from the University of Malta, in 1998, and a
Graduate Diploma in International Relations from the London School of Economics, in 2014.
Gatti Buontempo works predominantly in digital and analog collages creating images that are
aggregated reflections on contemporary life and visual culture. He blends references to current
affairs, politics, and fashion working with printed matter and onscreen imagery. His compositions
are in constant dialogue with an art-historical lineage of painting, thinking through the
conventions of landscape, figuration, portraiture, and iconography. Abstraction, pattern, and text
are all used, in different ways, for both their graphic presence and narrative contribution to the
works. The textual selections, in particular, move from concrete poetry to pictorial elements,
relating diversely to marketing slogans, to considered private aspirations, and to universal
messages.
His works deal with the collision
of modern living, capturing visual
representations of travel, glamour,
and health while bringing a
spectrum of feelings related to
our experience of life and
marketing including those around
success, loneliness, financial
security, and emotional well-being.
Photographs of nature and
people are interwoven with
diagrams, texture, and color. Each
the piece holds both complementary
and contrasting imagery and
symbolism, with celestial elements
often combined with more earthly
or rooted images. The resulting
works have an evocative, film
quality, carrying the imagination
through notional points of
narrative or experiencing a
fleeting moment in time.

Who are you?
My name is Josef Gatti Buontempo and I am
an Italo-Maltese visual artist and poet who
lives and works in Malta. Before getting
involved with art, I was writing poetry in Italian
and taking part in any literary competition I
could get hold of. In those years I visited Italy
many times with the excuse of attending the
prize-giving ceremonies of those poetry
competitions in which I had won an award.
And each time I visited art museums and
churches. In Italy, it is not just the museum
that contains art. A simple walk through the
historical center can be an artistic experience
and inspiration. Over time I felt the need to
have another creative outlet. Choosing to
work on collages was a straightforward
decision. I had ideas I wanted to express
visually and here I am, six years into my
journey.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
The urge to express oneself is certainly an
irrational one. It is so different from deciding
to be a doctor or an athlete. There is no
established path: a school, a course, a
specialization, and salaries you aim at. When

you cannot live without art and creating art, it
is a sign that, most probably, you are an
artist. Life is made of decisions and
commitments. For a few years and for varied
reasons I stopped writing and my life felt
miserable. There is power and satisfaction in
creativity. The decision to become an artist
may seem easy on paper, but it is often a
lifelong commitment.
What motivates you to create?
I just cannot behave in another way. A
famous artist said that “ it’s like not having any
other choice.” Expressing your creativity
becomes something you can’t live without,
just like breathing and eating. One needs to
be ready to commit mistakes and keep going,
to be criticized without giving up. The more I
create, the more I discover myself and I am
eager to experiment with different ideas and
mediums. The problem with art is thinking to
be wealthy and successful in a brief period of
time. Art helps me make sense of the world
around me and of the world inside of me. Just
to give you an example, years ago, (before
note-taking apps existed) when I was
obsessed with writing I would find myself
writing on the back of tiny receipts or asking
the waiter at the café if he could spare a
piece of paper for me.

Do you have a network of other artists
and how do they support you?
It is vital to have a network of friends in the
art world and I believe support works both
ways. You also need to be supportive.
Support and encouragement come mostly
from other human beings, especially from
those persons who can understand your
doubts and problems. Often that is how you
find new opportunities in the art world and
that is how you decide to take a step forward.
You might believe and follow the advice of
another artist because you understand he
understands you. The other option is that you
risk consulting various websites and blogs,
and still miss that particular opportunity. I got
into NFTs through a friend who sent me an
invite to join an NFT invite-only marketplace.
How would you define success as an
artist?
Since I work primarily with collages, I am
aware that it represents a small niche. In the
beginning, being able to work daily on your
art is already a small success. Often we risk
falling into the trap of financial success. If it
becomes a game of who earns more money,
you might easily be disappointed. While most
artists want to make money through their
artwork, it cannot be our sole aim. Each time I
get chosen for an exhibition or a publication, I
am happy about it. Selling is not the only
thing that makes me feel successful.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
A work might be finished though it can still
feel incomplete in the artist’s mind. This is an
issue for many artists. When I had just started
creating collages, I had doubts about whether
to consider an artwork finished or not. The
risk was always that the next morning I would
spend hours contemplating how to finish the
work. What should I add or modify to feel
satisfied with that piece? At one point,
especially when covid started back in 2020, I
was trying to finish one collage each day. A
challenging goal was

needed to overcome the uncertainty of those
months. Now, I did not have the privilege to
postpone to the day after. By a certain time I
had to complete the work since I loved
working with daylight, which is quite easy all
year round in Malta. I have small self-imposed
rules and I believe we need to be determined
to fight self-doubt in order to move to the
next work.
Where do you find inspiration?
Needless to say, inspiration is everywhere. It
is a matter of how you see things, how deep
and attentively. There is an inspiration in
tragedy as in happiness. In the beauty of
nature or in a wildfire. There is always an
image, a pattern, or a contrast that might
inspire me. One day all I need is just one word
and I know what to work on. I go through
magazines, I read, I walk. For sure I know that
at a specific hour in the morning I must be
ready to start. One needs to be committed to
creating whilst eliminating the usual doubts. It
might seem like a repetitive process, but a big
part is reducing distractions. All my attention
goes to my desk. I also have a list of images or
patterns that could be part of the next work.
Inspiration comes from the freedom of
thinking that there is no right or wrong in
what I am doing. You must try to avoid being
the one who criticises himself.

JOY
MISU
Joy Misu is a young, emerging artist based in Vienna, Austria, while being born in Germany, she
also has Vietnamese roots. Her art is a mixture of body positivity, feeling confident, and
educating her surroundings about sexuality and womanhood. With mostly black ink, she has
found her style to be very bold and modern. Showing depth and highlights, with the focus on
black and white ink, but seemingly creating many layers, her artwork is unique in the best ways
possible. She is taking the world by storm and has been featured in various exhibitions all
around the world as well as digitally! Representing and supporting all those, who are not heard
and are underrepresented in today's society.
''With my art, I want to represent all kinds of bodies, of all genders and sexualities. It’s very important
to me to give those a voice who have been underrepresented in the past and show them my respect
and support with my inclusive art pieces. I identify as a queer woman whose sexuality is fluid and I
want to encourage others to explore and love themselves in a society that has created a
heteronormative world. I have faced many challenges in the world as a mixed woman and I want them
to be seen and acknowledged by my surroundings. Sometimes my art pieces are seen as „erotic“, but I
wouldn’t necessarily class them as such, I would rather not put them in a category. Sometimes my art
will make you feel uneasy or uncomfortable because it portrays issues that are not commonly talked
about or shown in the mainstream media. Although some people won’t understand my art, I love what
I do and I appreciate the support that I get from the community around me. I developed the technique
I use in 2017, while I was attending a college-level drawing class for two semesters and at the end of
the second semester, we were assigned to do a „free“ art piece. That’s when I experimented with
different mediums, but black ink just stayed with me. Since then I perfected my skills and I love creating
these simple but complex pieces with my „messy line“ technique as I call it.''

When is your favorite time of day to
create?
My favorite part of the day to create is the
afternoon. I love being in my flow with natural
lighting!
Who are you?
I am Joy Misu (she/her), an artist born in
Germany who is half Vietnamese and half
German.
Currently, I am based in Vienna, Austria to
pursue my dream of being a professional
artist.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
I chose to be an artist because I am not good
at writing and expressing my feelings in any
other way. I have the feeling that I can really
change something with my art.
Which artists are in your network?
I have an art network on Instagram, which
consists of young artists. It is a mixture of
emerging artists and hobby artists. They often
share tips and tricks with each other as well
as challenges they have to overcome.
It is an amazing network since you can count
on each other's support!
How do you promote your work and your
shows?
I use social media a lot to promote my work,
while also trying to get some physical
exhibitions going (now after the pandemic).
Also, my newsletter is a big part of promoting
my work.
How useful has social media been for
you?
Social media has been great but at the same
time really damaging for me as an artist.
There is a fine line between having a great
and terrible experience since people tend to
feel untouchable and send a lot of
inappropriate responses to my art pieces.
But I also touched so many amazing people
out there, too!
What inspires you?
I am inspired by the world around me,
especially queer people and FLINTA* people!
What are your long-term goals?
I would love to make a living with my art!

JULIE
FRENCH
Julie graduated from East London University in 1999 with a degree in Printed Textiles and
Surface Decoration. She is now based in Brighton where she teaches Textile Art alongside her
own practice. Julie has exhibited her work at galleries in London, Sussex, and Italy, including
being selected for The Broderers’ Exhibition: The Art of Embroidery at the Bankside Gallery,
London, and The Surface and Depth Exhibition at Palazzo Velli Expo Gallery Rome, as part of
Rome Art Week. Her work is created by using the sewing machine as a drawing tool and mostly
features animals, wild and domestic, often inspired by her childhood memories. Originally
working with black thread on reclaimed furnishing fabrics Julie’s work has gradually transformed
along the way to explore animal characteristics through careful observation and material
investigation, exploring a more painterly application of free motion stitch and surface
manipulation. Julie has written articles about her practice, ‘The unpredictable Nature of Stitch’
and ‘From concept to Creation, which are both featured on the Textilartist.org website, and
‘Loose Threads’ which was written for ‘Be Creative magazine. Julie is also a member of the Society
of Embroidered Work and The Sussex Guild.
''I draw and paint with machine thread onto a range of surfaces, each piece is unique and one-off. The
speed and capricious nature of the sewing machine, when used in this unconventional way reflect
characteristics of the subjects I use, often resulting in unpredictable outcomes. Using reclaimed fabrics,
papers and fibers open opportunities to discover how the stitched marks respond to differing surfaces;
pulling or embossing a piece of work in sympathy with the material. More recently I have begun to
incorporate raffia and
feathers, attaching them by hand with a
couching stitch to create contrast between
the smooth build-up of machine stitch and the
raggedness of the top layer. Threads are
purposely left loose over or around the image,
allowing the illusion of depth and movement.
I love textures and layers and although you
can achieve this with paint, the stitch can really
encourage the viewer to speculate on how the
work was achieved, I want the viewer to get close
to the work to observe the directions of the
stitches that create form and the range of
materials that are layered on one another.
Inspiration comes from a range of sources
including childhood memories of animals,
mainly birds, and often the mythology
associated with them. I love to give my
animals a 'stare', an almost anthropomorphic
quality that is often encouraged by the title
of the work.''

Who are you?
Originally from East London, I am now based
in Brighton, East Sussex.
As well as
producing my own work I teach Art at a
secondary school. Juggling teaching and my
own work are hard, but both are equally
valuable to me.
Where do you find inspiration?
Inspiration comes from animals often
connected to my childhood memories and
sometimes the mythology associated with
them. I am especially fascinated with birds
and they feature a lot in my work.
Tell me about your favourite medium
Using free-motion stitching on a basic
Bernina sewing machine is how I create all my
artwork.
I love textures and layers and want to
encourage the viewer to get close to my work
and scrutinize the direction of stitches
applied to build form and the range of
materials couched to the surface to create
contrasting tactile qualities. I really like the
fact that there is speculation about how I
have brought different mediums together to
create my work; it’s not always obvious. I think
the use of a medium in textile art brings so
many possibilities.

How has your style changed over time?
Originally I only worked with black thread on
reclaimed furnishing fabrics, arranging the
threads around the subject to create
movement. More recently my work explores a
more painterly application of stitch and the
use of fibers and lace to build a surface that
creates embossed areas when stitch is
applied. There are much more layers to my
work now and I have been enjoying
experimenting with adding feathers and raffia
as surface detail.
What’s the purpose or goal of your work?
Through careful observation and drawing
studies, I give my animals a ‘stare’, almost
anthropomorphic qualities, which invites my
audience to recall their own memories or
relationship they have formed with animals
and hopefully encourages them to perceive
the characters of the animals they encounter.

What is your biggest challenge in
being an artist? How do you address
it?
I think the biggest challenge of being an
artist who chooses fabric and stitch as
their medium is being accepted in the Art
world. I strive to close the gap between
what is deemed as an art or craft and
attempt to blur those boundaries. Having
my work hung in London galleries that
have curated contemporary stitch art
exhibitions is a very positive sign of change
and the feedback I get confirms that
people enjoy seeing work created with
unconventional techniques as well
as traditional.
Do you have a network of other
artists, and how do they support you?
I share this vision of stitched art being
accepted on the same platform as fine art
with many other artists who use stitches in
their artwork and belong to the Society of
Embroidered Work which supports and
promotes stitched art as Art. Through
being a member of SEW my work was
selected for the
‘Surface and Depth’
exhibition in Italy as part of Rome Art
Week. I am also a member of the Sussex
Guild which I regularly exhibit giving me
the opportunity to speak about my work
directly to the people who attend the
shows.

KELSEY
AMARA
The Glacier
Your eyes are glacial
Glistening
I wish I could halt my racing thoughts when I am able
To look away
From that nutrient water
That smolders my fire
Takes away my anger
Forces me to stand in one spot
I can’t move
I become a statue
My heart stops
flutters
unaware that its rhythm is binding me to life - to you
That sun glistening on the tips of the waves
Burning my eyes,
And I try but all I can do is stare back into the hollow waters
How do you do this to me?
Every time
When you look at me?

Working from Home
I do a lot of sitting
The joints in my hips hurt
I go on a walk in the afternoon
My face searching for the sun
Its long-lost friend
I am only alive from my chest up
A talking head
A string of opinions
My hands tied
Neatly in my lap

Part 1
I Am From Here
You all seem nice
But…
I am living here
I can pull over on Toluca Lake
Where there is a Christmas Tree Farm
And Petting Zoo
I can do a U-Turn
Run in
And pet the animals
I scratch behind a pig’s ear
Her stiff hair gristles as my fingernails run over her thick skin thru her hair
The sheep’s wool needs to be brushed
The ducks run from me
My fingertips reaching for their soft down
Part 2
I can pick up a veil from my dance class
Turning into the silk as it moves across my body
I can go to Topanga and walk thru the tall grass
Over a hot backyard fire like a Kansas Friday night
with my neighbor
I ask distractedly
I wonder how i got poison oak
On your walk he replies
I can drive home to Kansas and see the real fire in the sky
I am from here
You seem nice
But…
I am used to
Pushy people
Territorial people
Egocentric assholes
Who honk if you doddle at a stop light
That say you are nothing to your face
You are nice
But
I am waiting for you to stab me in the back
We are 78 cents to your dollar
But

Part 3
This is how the west was won
This is a declaration of independence
Merciless Indian savages
⅗ of a person and no women
This is a prison industrial system
This is about clean water
This is colonialism
This is about anti colonialism
I know where i am
I know how we got here
And how far we want to go
Not too far, though, i like the trees
We aren’t always nice
We make big proclamations
We fight
I am from here
I am a fighter too
We are USA
We are gold gymnasts
We are warriors
We sell McDonalds and movie Franchises
I am from here

LEA HOPE
BONZER

Lea Hope Bonzer was born and raised in Zagreb, Croatia. She starts getting into
photography in her late teens. When life took her on the journey at age of 24 she
found life in the USA where she established her business.She is a photography artist as
well as a portrait photographer. Lea loves creating art in all styles as her photography
is capturing a feeling, not just a snap in front of the camera.
Lea Hope Bonzer's ultimate goal is to bring motivation and inspiration through art to
uplift and connect everyone, on a mission to bring art that creates a powerful and
unique environment and enhances the ambiance.

Why did you choose to be an artist?
It came naturally to me as people would
notice that I see the world differently and that
I am observant of the surroundings to the
tiniest details.
What inspires you?
Something unique, either in nature or
through towns and cities as I love macro as
well as rustic.
What does your work aim to say?
I try to evoke emotions, mainly motivation
and inspiration through my work.
Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
Yes. Mostly when life is throwing lemons I
escape in adventure, where I try to become
one with my surroundings and capture
details that caught my eye, which helps me
feel excited about the future and happy to
live in this moment.
How do you develop your art skills?
I am a self-taught photographer. I aim to
bring details to life as most people walk by
without noticing.
What's the purpose or goal of your work?
My mission is to bring positivity, motivation,
and inspiration to wall space and implement
the interior design, creating an amazing
impact on the atmosphere around it while
recreating the ambiance of homes or
workspaces for everyone to enjoy.
What are you working on at the
moment?
Currently, I am collaborating with the local
children's orthodontic office with the Dino
team. I am creating three rooms where
Dinosaurs come to life through my artwork as
wall murals and ceiling tiles. The most fun
about this project is helping children feel
relaxed. There are also hidden dinos
throughout the art in the room that kids have
to locate.
What are your long-term goals?
Create interior surroundings inspirational
where people can feel that they could concur
all obstacles.

LORRAINE
CLEARY
Lorraine Cleary is a survivor of domestic abuse and a volunteer with Adapt House women's
refuge. She is a member of the Tipperary Revitalisation Task Force Arts committee and cofounder of the collaborative walking project klaW. She graduated with a First-Class Honours MA
in I-Media from UL in 2016 and received a First-Class Honours BA in Fine Art in 2014 from LSAD
and was highly commended for the 2014 program of the Undergraduate Awards in both the
Visual Arts & the Media & Arts Categories. She was one of thirteen artists chosen to participate
in the inaugural international exhibition of ‘Aligned’ as part of the Undergraduate Awards. Cleary
engages primarily in a sculptural-based practice that embraces common materials and textiles.
The themes explored in her work arise from a misogynistic culture that has been ingrained in
Irish society for decades. As a survivor of Domestic Abuse, Cleary feels passionate about using
her work to raise awareness and encourage an ongoing dialogue on abuse. Cleary has had her
work published in numerous art magazines and has been featured in the Visual Arts Newsletter
several times. She has participated in residencies at South Tipperary Arts Centre and the Tyrone
Guthrie. She has been awarded numerous art grants from Tipperary Arts Council and in 2020
Cleary was awarded a bursary from the Arts Council and received a micro-grant from the RHA. In
2021 Cleary participated in group exhibitions at Pineapple Black in the UK and 126 Artist Gallery
Galway. Cleary’s solo show Vessels of Strength just finished at the Excel Gallery, Tipperary. Cleary
has an upcoming solo show scheduled at the Ballai Bana Gallery of Culturlann Mc Adam O Fiaich,
Belfast. In 2023 she has a joint group show scheduled in Platform Arts Belfast
Cleary’s practice embraces societal concerns and becomes a symbol of ‘the now; it’s a visual
response to the strength of the female as she navigates through a misogynistic culture. The
concept behind the work derives from trauma and coercion associated with domestic abuse.
Her work portrays a favorable aesthetic but behind that falsehood of perfection lies an insidious
subtext. Despite being steeped in themes of injustice and oppression she tries to make work
that is focused on the strength and endurance of women as they steer through impossible
situations.
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What are you working on at the
moment?
Currently, I am working towards a deadline to
complete a large installation for my upcoming
solo show titled Estranged. Domestic abuse
occurs within a physical arena with farreaching
implications
within
the
psychological. Estranged is a tangible
response to this. Body & mind become
“estranged”, a disembodied reaction to
abuse. Domestic accouterments play a key
role in this large site-specific installation
which is constructed from deconstructed
domestic objects that are painted pink and
are then stacked vertically in suffocating
layers. I am also working towards finishing a
large sculpture that will be exhibited in
Platform Arts Belfast in 2023. In addition, I am
also preparing to give a talk on sustainability
in art and I am on a salvage hunt to gather
materials that can be recycled to make work
as part of the workshop I will be facilitating.
The participants of this workshop will
collaborate on making one large sculpture
between them to be displayed as part of
Heritage week in Tipperary.
What motivates you to create?
I am motivated by my own experience with
Domestic abuse, after spending years in an
abusive marriage. Fear and anxiety are
disorders that arise as a result of abuse.
Victims of domestic abuse can find
themselves isolated and subjected to
persistent rituals of cruelty, which ultimately
leads to fragile emotional states. Those that

find themselves in this situation question their
own sanity and develop low self-esteem. The
concept behind my work derives from trauma
and coercion associated with domestic abuse
aiming to move exploitation out of its taboo
area and open it up to an area of discourse.
My work portrays a favorable aesthetic but
behind that falsehood of perfection lies an
insidious subtext. Despite been steeped in
themes of injustice and oppression I try to
make work that is focused on the strength
and endurance of women as they steer
through impossible situations.
Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
My solo show Vessels of Strength: She – her Womb - Warrior just finished at the Excel
Gallery, Tipperary. I have an upcoming solo
show scheduled to open at the Ballai Bana
Gallery of Culturlann Mc Adam O Fiaich,
Belfast on December 1st where my work
Estranged will be debuted. In 2023 I have a
joint show scheduled to take place in Platform
Arts Gallery, Belfast. I am planning to exhibit a
large work titled SafeHouse at this.

How can your work affect societal
issues?
The themes explored in my work arise from a
misogynistic culture that has been ingrained
in Irish society for decades. Women and girls
have been treated appallingly and still are. It's
never-ending. From the Mother and Baby
Homes, the Magdalene laundries, the Tuam
babies scandal to the cervical smear test
debacle, and the continuing battle over the
ownership of the new maternity hospital in
Dublin to name but a few. Domestic Violence
has been described as an epidemic in Ireland
with Covid-19 exacerbating conditions of
abuse. The women’s refugees in Ireland do
great work but have limited funding and
capacity. There has been some success in the
fight for equality with the Repeal of the 8th
amendment but there is a long way to go for
women and girls to be recognized and
treated as equals. Men continue to make
decisions about women’s bodies. I am
committed to making work that generates
meaningful conversations around these
issues.
How do you promote your work and your
shows?
Instagram is my go-to social media platform. I
can share my posts on Facebook from there
also. I also have a website that is updated
regularly but I like to post unfinished works
and Work-In-Process on my Instagram feed. I
will also advertise upcoming shows on
Instagram and document those shows via my
website. For exhibitions, I print out postcards
that visitors can take home with them. The
galleries that exhibit my work also promote it
via their own channels.
How do you balance your time in the
studio with other commitments such as
a part-time job, family, or admin?
I am a full-time artist, and I have a studio at
my home, I would not be able to create the
pieces I am making today. This means I can
make a coffee, and hit the studio running and
its close access allows me to be frugal

with my time. In addition to studio time, I also
work part-time and I volunteer weekly. And
then there are the paperwork and admin
duties that accompany the life of an artist,
funding applications, etc that take up a large
quantity of time. I have a diary that I can’t live
without so this means I know where I am
meant to be on a specific day, I guess
organization is key, I make a lot of lists and
put reminders on my phone. As I lead a busy
lifestyle, it means I work 7 days a week and
sometimes late at night especially if I am
working on a textile piece. I do try to take
some time out to read or walk the dog.

LUCIA
DUNAJ
Lucia Dunaj is a young painter living in Bratislava (Slovak Republic). She completed her studies in
Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts, but before that, she completed her bachelor's degree at
the Academy of Arts in Banská Bystrica. In her work, the author focuses on the enormous
prevalence of fillister (fillister - backward, conservative, limited, with a shallow life goal) in our
society. In simple terms, one could say that it is human stupidity depicted in the author's
performance. She compresses the weakness, shallowness, naivety, and uneducatedness, as well
as the dull appearance or life priorities of the people around her, significantly different from her
own, into variously composed forms. These forms or formations resemble, in places, very simple
(microbial) forms of life, which is ultimately capable of reproducing, receiving nourishment, and
excreting, that is, of performing all that these criticized individuals do. Man (the philistine) has
been definitively condemned mentally and physically by the author. The form of the composed
shapes was sought intuitively and non-violently. In the works, one can feel a hint of a kind of
archetypal representation and stylization of the body, observable for several years. It is meant a
body that is still a recognizable body, but extremely deformed, unhealthy, animal. This living
entity has lost the ability to move on an advanced level and in appearance more closely
resembles its mental core. The present head and the humped, neckless torso fused into a single
whole have functioned in the past as a hallmark of the artist's work.
Technically, acrylic dominates the work, rarely supplemented by the acrylic medium. There is also
an airbrush intervention, which the artist has recently become very fond of as a technique
The ambition of this particular series of paintings is not to give a comprehensive report on the
state of society, but to encourage the viewer to think about the issues that the artist deals with.
Saint Philistine
The series of paintings entitled "Saint Philistine" is a gradual continuation of the previous cycle of
works (Philistine Cores). These were the beginnings of the abstraction of the figure (the
philistine) into an amorphous cluster of something that lacks everything human. In some places,
these units resemble a very simple microbial life, which is ultimately able to multiply, eat and
excrete, to perform everything, that is almost no less than the criticized individuals. Philistine
units touch each other, intertwine, interconnect and create compositions, and clusters, like social
clashes in an unspecified space. They are usually very
simple to slightly painted, usually in thin layers. The form of the composed shapes was sought
out intuitively and non-violently. There is still, however, a noticeable sign of some kind of
archetypal depiction and stylization of the body from a few years ago. The adjective "saint" was
allowed to the philistine after a short deliberation for a simple reason. At first glance, this may
seem like an attempt to criticize the church as naive, stupid, backward, and with dubious
judgment, though this has almost nothing to do with the topic. The aim was to point out the
almost religious awe that the philistine is currently receiving and to remind the unattractive
setting of society. The inspiration was nothing more than austere reality, everyday life, meeting
people, and the media.

LUNYU
FU
Lunyu Fu was born in Beijing and currently lives in London. The CEO of PupPeeGallery; the head
of QQ Paradise; the best friend of dogs.
'All of my works talk about love. Art is a special gift I can give to someone I love. It might be a gown, a
tree, or an action in vain. If I cannot help you change the fact, may I build a paradise in your mind?
With an environmental design background, the spatial narrative is always involved in my works. For
the forms of creation, I paint, print, plant, and take photos and videos... Never know what I am going
to try the next time. As the CEO of PupPeeGallery, my business includes Recycling and Recreation of
dog urine (image), Performance Management, Pre-marital Credit Investigation, Break-up Restoration,
and other related businesses for large/medium/small dogs. '
Song of the Parting Son
Song of the Parting Son is a well-known Tang poem in China. When I had just moved to London, my
mother always expressed her anxiety and love through this poem. Dealing with parental oppression is
a lifelong task for many Chinese children. Due to the early coming out and other gaps, I feel
increasingly stressed about building communication with my parents these years. Meng Jiao's Song of
the Parting Son is what my mum wanted to say to me, and my Song of the Parting Son is what I want
to tell my mum. Another motive that made me want to make a piece for my mom was the high cost of
studying aboard. When students in other majors expect a promising future and higher income after
graduation, I worry that I will not be able to repay my parents as an art student. Even though we have
no agreement, this idea was deeply rooted in my cultural background and family education. No
money, no normal sexual orientation, what can I repay for you? May I tell you I am a kind and happy
person doing my favourite work and living with my favourite girl, going to the park every day to see my
favourite trees and dogs? When I experience these good things in life, I always think of you... Even if you
refuse to learn about them, just like I don't want to know why you called me son when I was little.

Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I am from Beijing, the capital of China and the
political and cultural center. It's hard for me
to describe this city in a few words. It's always
full of contradictions. The relaxed, humorous
side of my work can be thanks to it. At the
same time, I grew up in a high-pressure
environment. The huge gap between the rich
and poor, and the endless power game, was
as confusing as the Mathematical Olympiad
for a kid.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
Drawing from a young age is one of the main
reasons why I chose to be an artist. Another
reason seems to be my escape from the real
world. Or rather, I hope to create an ideal
world for myself through art.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
I love all about the art world. To me, art is
broad and condensed, the artist is not a
profession but a belief, and the art world is a
world of truth, goodness, and beauty. I always
hold the power to demarcate the art world's
boundaries for myself.
What is the hardest part of creating for
you?
For me, completing a project is like a game.
There are many ways to pass the level, and
the artist has to do countless multiple-choice
questions for it. I made most of the choices
by instinct, and the remaining ones may be
the hardest for me in making art. For
example, in the creative process of Song of
the Parting Son, I first determined that I
wanted to create a piece of traditional
Chinese clothing, and then I had to think
about which type of clothing from which
dynasty I should make. To figure out that, I
browsed many resources and finally found
the 'Beizi' from a book shipped from China.
On the one hand, the structure of 'Beizi' was
convenient for people to look at the inside
content. On the other hand, it was a unisex
costume that was in line with my non-binary
identity.

Tell me about your favorite medium.
My favorite medium is love. All of my works
talk about love. Art is a special gift I can give
to someone I love. It might be a gown, a tree,
or an action in vain. If I cannot help you
change the fact, may I build a paradise in your
mind?
How do you define success as an artist?
Keep creative, keep sensitive.
How can your work affect societal
issues?
So far, I rarely directly respond to social
issues in my work. However, no one can
escape the impact of politics. Whether as an
international student, a dog walker, or the
only child of my family, my personal
experience is full of the imprint of the times
and classes. I try to find a gentle but firm way
to express my concern and protest, such as
to help the weak and marginalized lives. I
always believed that I could change my
status, but the process and results seem
absurd and in vain. To be an artist may be to
believe in the ideal's power and practice for a
lifetime.
What are you working on at the
moment?
My current work includes continuing the story
of Mantoto's little tree (Before You Call It a
Tree), both the printmaking work and the
other means to create a life for it, and the
editing of a documentary about Miao
embroidery practitioners in Guizhou.
The project plans to print 365 pieces to
create a one-year life narrative for the little
tree. There are 150 pieces already, of which
120 were displayed in the RCA Degree Show
on the Battersea South campus.

Before You Call It a Tree
Mantoto is a silly little dog,
With a big head and four short legs.
Never jumps high or pees high.
A wisp of wind could evaporate his urine,
Before the big dogs come.
Mantoto needs a piece of urine which is earth-shattering!
Which shows our favourite earth, grass, and spring.
The line and the points were the original Mantoto provided to me,
I know he was drawing a sprout,
A sprout who wants to be a big tree.
Just like the forever ancient shepherd puppy Mantoto,
Always waiting to grow tall!

MARIE-JULIE
LAFRANCE
Marie-Julie is a Canadian-Métis illustrator, diagnosed as a Highly Sensitive Person (HSP), she is
highly detail-oriented, giving her the ability to learn rapidly any new technique thrown her way.
Some of her work has been published in Éclair Magazine, Passengers Journal, Ellipsis, Artells, and
many more. She also has worked (as an illustrator) with Leading Edge Magazine, Flash Frog
Magazine, Indiroot, and other magazines, publishers, and websites.
Sometimes, you want to help people too much, hurting yourself.
Sometimes, you are greedy and expect help, penalizing yourself.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
I hate pretentiousness. Being part of the elite
or not is not what matters. To me, art is like
therapy, it should be opened (and accessible)
to everybody.
What is the hardest part of creating for
you?
To know when my work is finished. My main
problem is that I focus too much on details,
instead of the whole picture so I have to be
careful to not get lost in the details and ruin
the whole piece.
When is your favorite time of day to
create?
At night. There is an aura of peace, grace, and
floatiness when the rest of the world is
sleeping.
How has your style changed over time?
I would not say it has changed as much as it
has evolved. I feel more connected to my art
and less afraid to voice my fears, anger, and
pain through my art. My art has simply gotten
more authentic.
What are you working on at the
moment?
I am currently working on a children's book
that shows kids how to treat animals with
gentleness and respect.
When you are working through problems
in your work, who do you talk to?
Nobody. I like solving my problems (related to
art) by myself, it forces me to develop my
creativity and problem-solving skills.

How do you stay connected and up-todate with the art world?
I don't see the point of ''staying up to date''.To
me, art is about self-reflection and
connection to others. Art should be coming
from a place of truth and truth should not be
trendy, but the basis of all things.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
It is something I still have trouble with. Most
of the time I work on it until I can't stand to
see it anymore. I let it rest for a couple of
days, then if when I look at it again I am
struck by the exact emotion I was trying to
evoke, I ''know'' it is done.

MICHAEL
WAGNER
Born in Heidelberg in 1953, Michael Wagner used every free minute for artistic studies during his
studies at Mannheim University and then concentrated entirely on the fine arts after completing
his degree. Since 1981 he lives and works as a freelance painter, graphic artist, and photo artist
(self-taught) in Heidelberg. While Michael Wagner initially worked in the representational field,
depicting landscapes and people, he gradually developed an artistic conception that focuses on
color and its manifold possibilities. On this path, Michael Wagner opened up the world of
constructively concrete. Geometry joined color, became an equal partner, and provided stability
and continuity. This color was not given an expressive quality, but rather a purely visual meaning.
It does not "jump" into the space, but it has a high presence, a great impact potential. Michael
Wagner designs his works on this basis, trusting in the power of color and geometry.
Works of art reflect the world. My works are also mirrored images of today. However, it is not a
reflection of the external appearance, not an abstraction of the mimetic world, but a reflection of
the inner constitution. My works arise from sensations. They reflect the sense of time, so to
speak, and represent ciphers for today. Thinking and feeling, geometry and color - between
these poles I explore my artistic possibilities, although with all seriousness playful and poetic
components are always involved. In this way, I develop a visual world that has its roots in the
strictness of the constructive and concrete, but at the same time is also based on individuality
and spontaneous intuition.

Why did you choose to be an artist?
You could say that art has chosen me. I am a
very artistic person, painter, draftsman, digital
artist, photo artist, musician, and poet. These
things have gradually appeared in my life and
now define it.
Name the artist or artists you’d like to
be compared to, and why.
Max Bill and Paul Klee. With Max Bill, it is the
constructive clarity and the colorful subtlety,
with Paul Klee the complexity and the
refinement of the representation that inspire
me.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
Here I see Concrete Art with the "Zürcher
Konkreten" in the first place. Then
Expressionism with the "Blaue Reiter" and,
last but not least, Pop Art.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
My favorite medium is painting with brushes
and paint. But basically, I could also say my
favorite medium is color itself. This wonderful
means of expression is also becoming more
and more important for me when I work on
the computer.
Describe how art is important to society.
Art gives us humans the opportunity to
transcend everyday life and ourselves by
engaging with foreign worlds of images and
sounds that are unfamiliar to us. It can
positively influence our attitude to life and
enable us to see things in new ways. In this
way, art acts as a social link, and can pacify
and provide balance.

How has your style changed over time?
My pictorial conception has changed a lot in
the course of time. From initially naturalistic
representation I have come over a surrealist
and an expressionist attitude to the clarity of
concrete art. But I also cultivate today
different modes of expression in different
artistic fields.
Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
Next, a participated in the exhibition "NEW
VISIONS"
on
florencecontemporary.com
(online). Then in September, a participated in
the exhibition for the "Albert-Haueisen Art
Prize" in Jockgrim (Germany). And in
November a participation in the exhibition
"Kunstpreis des Landkreises Alzey-Worms" in
Alzey (Germany).
When faced with making a big decision,
how do you decide what is the right
thing to do?
My résumé with regard to art is: Never make
decisions under pressure! If I have to make
an important decision, I try to create a
relaxed framework, playfully, like a child, to
deal with the matter. Because there is no
guarantee of success, but usually many valid
solutions, I refrain from pressure and hard
effort. Then the solution usually finds itself.

NATALIA
TCHERNIAK
Natalia Tcherniak is a first-generation immigrant Canadian visual artist, alternative photography
printmaker, theatre set designer, and burlesque performer. Her artwork has been exhibited
locally in Toronto and internationally in the UK, USA, and Japan, in numerous virtual and inperson exhibitions, and has been published in print. She has designed sets for Theatre by the
Bay (Barrie, Ontario) and various independent theatre companies in Toronto, including Human
Wick Effect’s Odd One Out, EN[LIVE]N’s Frozen, and Silent Protagonist’s Marina and the Cryptids.
Natalia has been formally educated and trained in architecture, having degrees from Carleton
University in Ottawa and the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. She is a practicing
licensed architect, working on mixed-use and healthcare projects across Canada.
''We are not alone; we are not in a vacuum. We exist in a network of relationships, visible and invisible,
conscious and unconscious. The overarching theme in my work is a search for orientation within that
network. I explore conceptual, site-specific, and alternative ways of depicting history, perception,
identity, and communication that would enable multiple readings of the work. I seek inspiration in the
built environment, abandoned, and incidental spaces, and an ongoing process of self-discovery and
psychotherapy. Alternative process in photography – cyanotype – for me is a way of combining a
captured moment, a loose, gestural application of medium, and a precise and controlled mechanical
process. I work out of my home studio, using the sun as an added layer of serendipity in the creation.''

Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I was born in Moscow, Russia, and came to
Canada in my early teens, over 20 years ago.
Immigration has made a deeper impact than I
realized at the time; the themes of selfidentity, duality, belonging and abandonment
all have roots in that experience.
What is your background?
I am professionally trained and licensed in
architecture. I come from a fairly artistic
family, comprised mainly of architects, actors,
and ceramic artists. At the age of seven, I
enrolled in an art school in Moscow that
focused on creative and innovative thinking,
rather than any specific skills or techniques,
so I was taught conceptual art before
anything else. That stayed with me for the rest
of my life and practice.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
My favorite medium is cyanotype. I learned
the technique in an Alternative Processes in
Photography workshop in my last year of
undergrad in Ottawa. Of all the processes we
learned, the cyanotype was the most
appealing for its simplicity and minimal
equipment requirement, which meant I could
do it anywhere. But the main reason I stuck
with it is its ability to combine expressive
gestures, precision, science, and serendipity. I
essentially paint with photography.

Where do you find inspiration?
A lot of my work is related to architecture,
construction, and composition of elements. I
seek inspiration in the built environment,
abandoned and incidental spaces, systems of
orientation, and an ongoing process of selfdiscovery. I like to interpret and apply
precision drawing rules to things that are
vague, abstract, or ephemeral. One of my
main concepts is “self-section,” trying to
depict a human soul as an architectural
drawing that shows the wall’s internal
composition.

Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
My artistic practice spans from sketching to
printmaking,
alternative
photography,
installation, theatre set design, and burlesque
performance. Each of the disciplines informs
the other to a certain extent. Keeping a
sketchbook helps me plan and organize ideas,
installation, and set designs borrow each
other’s
construction
techniques,
and
burlesque builds confidence and allows for
unreserved and unapologetic self-expression.
What is the biggest challenge of being an
artist?
Perseverance over doubt–including selfdoubt, societal and family pressures, financial
implications, and all those factors that make
us question who we are and what we do as
artists. The biggest challenge is to overcome
this doubt and continue to share your vision,
perspective, or experience, to inspire,
encourage, and challenge, for the betterment
of the world.

NIVES
P A L M I Ć
Nives Palmić is a professional painter and art professor. She graduated in painting from the
Ljubljana Academy of Fine Arts. Besides her own art practice, she runs art courses and works as
an art professor for art theory and art history. Also, working as a volunteer art animator with
people with mental problems. She is the author of the practical book “From drawing to painting”,
which was reprinted in 2021. Her work is present in international online galleries and was
published in some art magazines as Spotlight Magazine from Circle Foundation and Artist Talk
Magazine. Today she lives and works in the beautiful town of Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia.
In her work, she constantly moves between realistic and abstract concepts, which are in her
opinion two sides of the same phenomenon. Her main art practice explores classic techniques
such as graphite, charcoal, ink, pastel, gouache, and watercolor to combine them with a modern
approach.
The presented work is a part of the series SEA WAVES. It is created in an abstract manner, as a
stylization of natural phenomena. It is inspired by sea waves and sea and sky colors.
In the process of creating she develops her own vision from a combination of memory and visual
imagination. Paintings have a strong emphasis on color and pattern. One of her main interests
lay in rhythm rather than outside form, which is why her paintings are cut-out compositions. For
Nives pattern (ornament) is a way of visual expression of ideas, at which point she explores the
relationship between realistic and abstract concepts and between image and pattern. Paintings
are created with gouache colors on quality thick watercolor paper. The gouache technique is one
of her favorites because the colors from different layers slightly mix together which results in
rich and interesting color shades.

WORKING PROCESS
My interest lay in rhythm rather than outside
form, which is why my paintings are cut-out
compositions. I am also interested in
patterns. For me, pattern (ornament) is a way
of visually expressing ideas, at which point I
explore the relation between realistic and
abstract concepts and between image and
pattern.
FAVOURITE MEDIUM
My working process usually starts with a
fascination with some natural phenomena
which I translate into my own visual language
through memory and imagination. My main
art practice explores classic techniques such
as graphite, charcoal, ink, pastel, gouache,
and watercolor to combine them with a
modern approach. Classic techniques have
their charming possibilities of expression, but
also their limitations, which is a challenge. For
example, there is no unlimited chance for
applying colors or reworking, when you work
in watercolor, or gouache, so you have to be
focused and attentive.
INSPIRATION
I think the inspiration is in the eye of the
spectator. Inspiration doesn't lay in objects
but in the way you see them. That is so-called
the painter's eye. In that way however banal
or unattractive the motive is, perhaps
invisible to an ordinary eye, it can become the
superior concept through the vision of an
artist.
ART HELPS
Art is therapeutic at its core. My experiences
in working with people through art
workshops prove the beneficial influence of
art activity. For me, creating art makes me
feel happy and harmonious. It gives meaning
to my life. Turkish writer Orhan Pamuk said in
his speech at a Nobel Prize ceremony that
he writes because he never succeeded to be
happy in any other way. It is important to
have continuity in art practice. That way your
own practice is a source of inspiration and
motivation.

ABOUT SUCCESS
For me, success is to manage to build your
own original production which is the
inimitable image of your personality and
vision. Falling into trends and copying others
and what ones might think is saleable is a
defeat for a serious artist. Acknowledgment is
important, but even if it is absent, you have to
stay in your own way. It is about an even
small, but unique contribution to the world.
ROLE OF AN ARTIST
In my opinion, the role of an artist is to
convey messages through your art about
everything important for humanity. The
painting communicates between the artist
and the world. Artwork is not just decoration
for an interior. If you buy a painting it has to
be one that talks to you. For an artist, sharing
art is a sweet experience, giving a piece of
yourself to the world.
THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
Artist's biggest challenge is to survive as an
artist, not only in the meaning of pure survival
but to stay true to your mission. The general
tendency in our society is aimed at materiality
and competitiveness, while art strives for
spiritual knowledge and personal growth.

THE ART WORLD
The possibility of showing and selling my art
through online galleries is exciting. I don't like
the fact that everyone tries to make a profit
from an artist's effort. Today we can say that
artists are constantly exploited. The
competition is huge and needs to be seen as
well. We have only two solutions, to agree and
cooperate or to be invisible. Big exhibitions
and art fairs often don't show the real quality,
because only artists who are financially
successful can participate. It is a pity.
WORKING AT THE MOMENT
In the past two years, I developed a series of
drawings and paintings from the motif of sea
waves. Through the process, they became
more abstract and the motive itself acted as a
field for the expression of different ideas,
thoughts, and emotions. I still haven't
exhausted it. The first works in this series
were small ink drawings of sea waves, which
were created after memory. Later I created
colored ink drawings with more unusual and
some even surrealistic concepts. At this
moment I am interested in color harmonies
for expressing different moods, at the same
time trying to illustrate natural rhythms and
movement.

OLGA STENINA
Olga is a ceramist, designer, and photographer. Her path began at the Arlon School of Fine Arts
in 2013. Her disciplines are as follows film photography, drawing from a live model, and
ceramics. Pursuing training courses in techniques, modeling, and decoration, she finally found
her way. In her artistic work, Olga tries to express herself through the modeling of useful objects
and to tell a story of the piece through the drawings by leaving imprints of her hands.
Artistic approach: Leave your mark
''Giving life to an object through drawings and leaving the imprint of the artist's hand in the material
are the essential bases of my work. I seek to create contemporary and original pieces and am
particularly attached to colors and deformations. I attach particular importance to the history of my
object, and to what it tells. It seems to me that our role is to bring the gesture and the human back into
our society. Any manual work emotionally charges a piece and it is this human dimension that the
object will then propagate.''

Who are you?
Hi, my name is Olga and I am a ceramist and
drawing artist based in Belgium.
What is your background?
My path began at the Arlon School of Fine
Arts in 2013. Where I followed film
photography, figure model drawing, and
ceramic classes. Pursued by the training
courses in techniques, modeling, and
decoration, I finally find my way.
What does your work aim to say?
In my artistic work, I try to express myself
through the modeling of useful objects and to
tell a story of the piece through the drawings
by leaving imprints of my hands.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
Egon
Schiele,
Gistav
Klimt,
Ruan
Hoffmann,Betty Woodman, Friedensreich
Hundertwasser, Art
brut: Aloïse Corbaz, Adolf Wölfli.
What’s the purpose or goal of your work?
Giving life to an object through drawings and
leaving the imprint of the artist's hand in the
material are the essential bases of my work.
What is the role of an artist in society?
It seems to me that our role is to bring the
gesture and the human back into our society.
Any manual work emotionally charges a piece
and it is this human dimension that the object
will then propagate.
What are you focussing on right now?
Create my own artist space.
What are you struggling with right now?
Find the balance between family life and time
to create, to be inspired.
What is the biggest challenge of being an
artist?
Don’t be afraid to be noticeable because of
looking different, trusting your intuition.

PATRICE
SULLIVAN
Patrice Sullivan lives and works in Phoenix, AZ. She received her MFA from the University of
Pennsylvania and an undergraduate degree from Massachusetts College of Art. She has shown
extensively nationally and internationally, including Gracie Mansion, Jim Kempner, and Robert
Miller Galleries in NYC, and the Gallery of Vaclav Spala in Prague. Sullivan has been a member of
the Spark Gallery in Denver from 2014-2019. She has had shows at Rhode Island College, Krause
Gallery in RI, Somerville Museum, and Fort Collins Museum of Contemporary Art. Residencies
include The Edna St. Vincent Millay Colony, Lower Manhattan Cultural Council’s “World Views”
Program, Maryland Institute College of Art, Alfred & Trafford Klots International Program, Léhon,
France, Scuola Internazionale Di Grafica Venezia, Venice, Italy, and Chalk Hill Residency in
Healdsburg, CA. She has received many grants throughout her career through the university,
showing in the faculty gallery yearly. Patrice pioneered & initiated a study abroad program in Italy
for summer courses and taught two semesters. Sullivan’s artwork has been reviewed by The
Huffington Post, Artscore Magazine, Southwest Magazine, Westword, and Site Matters’ Book. Her
work is in many private collections including Idelle Weber, Lisa Russell, and..... Born in Portland,
Oregon, I have resided and am a Professor Emeritus of Painting at Colorado State University,
where I taught for 25 years retiring in 2018. Prior to teaching at CSU, I taught at Harvard
University. Patrice received her BFA from Massachusetts College of Art in Boston and her MFA
from the University of Pennsylvania.
The figure is the embodiment of the human experience. It is the site of courage, joy, and love, of
compassion, fear, and pain, of struggle, loneliness, and frustration, of sorrow, of loss. As a
narrative, figurative painter, I use
the figure to depict these
universal emotions. A narrative
is a time captured in a moment.
The synthesis of the
photographic and the painted
image, within the familiar context
of the family, invites viewers to
explore their emotions and
transcend worldly barriers-perhaps recalling a moment
from parenthood, or childhood,
perhaps renewing a quest to
understand the meaning of our
existence. These moments
display a benevolence that might
be masking deeper, more
malevolent variables.

What does your work aim to say?
My work speaks of family history, reunions,
and the importance of relationships within
the family structure.
It shows love,
companionship, playfulness, family dynamics,
sibling rivalry, and purity.
What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist?
My challenge is how to get my work shown to
an audience that is appreciative and
supportive. How to expand your base and
keep the rejections from getting in the way of
your artistic creativity. I address this by
applying to shows that don't charge a fee,
residencies, and keeping my Instagram and
website up to date.

Who are your biggest artistic influences?
I love the Italian Renaissance painters who
told stories that had meaning; Giotto, Fra
Angelica, Botticelli, and the Sienese painters.
Frida Kahlo, Matisse, Alice Neel, and Lois
Dodd are others who inspire me.
Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
Yes, art helps me appreciate nature
immensely. I see and feel so much more
because of the beauty I am made aware of by
looking at space, line, form that others cannot
see.

How can your work affect societal
issues?
No one can predict or understand how work
affects others. I hope my art gives insight
into the bigger issues of the day.
Community, fellowship, and relationships
endure over time and should be sacred and
cherished.
How useful has social media been for
you?
Very important. It gets my work out there
and good things have happened due to
tremendous support from other artists who
are kind, generous, and willing to help an
unknown artist. We should all help and
support each other.

PAUL
KINGSLEY
SQUIRE
London-based artist Paul Kingsley Squire has created a diverse portfolio of contemporary
artwork through oil painting, intricate drawings, and works created with a digital pen & tablet.
He is fascinated by themes of metamorphosis and transformation, working in series to create a
range of different works: from the digital on plexiglass to pencil on paper to oil on canvas. Across
each medium, his artistic style retains a consistent ethereal quality and boasts polish and
thoughtfulness that allows ideas of psychology, nature, and consciousness to be pondered by
each viewer.
''I am expressing an inner state of being, a yearning for other worlds and realities, driven by an
exploratory drive. It is through this innate curiosity that I have developed several methods and
techniques for creating artwork in highly individualistic styles. Themes that intrigue and fascinate me,
include metamorphosis, transformation, esotericism, and mythology, and how these subjects are
relevant to contemporary life. My work is full of symbolism and I prefer the viewer to be drawn into
deciphering the imagery, and drawing their own conclusions.''

What inspires you?
I am expressing an inner state of being, a
yearning for other worlds and realities, driven
by an exploratory drive. It is through this
innate curiosity that I have developed several
methods and techniques for creating artwork
in highly individualistic styles.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
Oil paint. There is nothing quite like it for
working on paintings over long periods of
time. I think it’s a lifetimes study. I’m
fascinated by the fluidity of the medium and
the different results that can be achieved
using brushes and palette knives for instance.

What does your work aim to say?
Themes that intrigue and fascinate me,
include
metamorphosis,
transformation,
esotericism, and mythology, and how these
subjects are relevant to contemporary life.
Even in a world where everything has been
explained,
dissected,
cataloged,
and
examined, there is still a mystery, a magical
side of existence that can still be expressed
symbolically through art. I would hope to
provoke conversations entered around the
nature of existence, rather than dictate to the
viewer.
How do you define success as an artist?
Not stopping. You just have to find a way of
staying dedicated and involved in the process
of making art in whatever form it may take.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
That is always difficult particularly when I am
working on an abstract landscape oil painting.
You can overwork paintings quite easily but
ideally, you want a painting to look as if it has
always existed.

What are your favorite and least
favorite parts of professional art?
My favorite parts have to be when you are
totally in the flow working away completely
involved in the process. 5 hours might seem
like 5 minutes. It’s quite rare but they are the
best moments of the whole process. The
least favorite is always the promotion, admin,
and financial insecurity that being an artist
inevitably brings.
What are you working on at the
moment?
In 2022 I started a new figurative series of
works titled “Augury”. This series weaves
together themes of mythology, science
fiction, esoterica, and the occult into old
master-inspired fantasy dreamscapes. These
works represent something ancient and
modern, drawing inspiration from the
renaissance and baroque periods.

How has your style changed over time?
So much. Before I started painting I created
a lot of graphic and digital art which in time,
led to a need to escape working at a screen
on a daily basis. I started experimenting with
more tactile mediums such as oil paints and
the good old-fashioned pencil for instance. I
find that the medium very much dictates the
process and therefore the style of what is
produced.
What are your long-term goals?
I’d like to still be at it as a very old man - “he
died at the easel, paintbrush in hand”, that
kind of thing.

PETER
BUSHBY

''You cannot change everything, but you can change how you respond to anything. These
images help you reflect on how you respond to situations you find yourself in. Look and
linger on each image, there are no words to interrupt your thoughts. I ask you to think of
each as the start of a trail along which your mind can roam freely. Maybe one image
reminds you of finding enough strength to change, and one of a time when you didn’t.
What is your response to each of those images? Finally, before you leave, is there anything
you can do from this point on, that will help others (or yourself) when you find yourself
desperately wishing they (or you) could change something?''
Peter Bushby is 69. His camera gear was stolen in 1995 and he made it with a
compact and a phone until January 2021 when he bought what was expected to be a
white elephant. In fact, he had re-awakened a too-long dormant passion. Peter got
my LRPS in September 2021, the same month in which he started an MA
(Photography) at Falmouth Flexible.

What does your work aim to say?
You cannot change everything, but you can
change how you respond to anything. Whilst
it’s OK to feel weak and powerless or that
something is your fault the fact
that you can’t see a way out doesn’t mean
there isn’t one. If you can't go through
something maybe you can go around it.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
I love the fact that around the next corner of
a gallery might lurk a work that will surprise
me and energize my very soul. This happened
to me in the Faberge in St
Petersburg with Rembrandt's ‘Prodigal Son.'
I dislike the fact that I suspect markets are
not always built on quality, but sometimes
around hype.
Name the artist or artists you’d like to be
compared to, and why.
I would love to be compared to Sam Haskins.
His November Girl was the first photo book I
ever bought, second-hand back in the 90s.
His use of metaphor inspires me.
I would love to be able to capture moods like
Ed Van Der Elske in Love on The Left Bank, or
in Jazz. Also to capture empathy and feeling,
in the same way, Dave Heath
does.

Who are your biggest artistic influences?
Salvador Dali, because he makes you realize
that life is just an illusion. Claude Monet
because he shows that work does not have to
be in focus.Bruce Barnbaum because his
Tone Poems show how unusual perspectives
can hypnotize you.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
Black and white photography, or very
subdued color. I do not want people to see
what I was looking .at when I press the
shutter. I want them to feel what the image
says to them at first glance and how this
changes over time.
How do you define success as an artist?
Success for me would be at least a few of my
images making a difference to at least a few
people.

Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
Yes. I have low-grade prostate cancer which is
currently behaving itself but my art stops me
from dwelling on my own mortality.
What's the purpose or goal of your work?
To make people realize they do not have to
be victims. They can and should fight. As
Dylan Thomas wrote ‘Do not go gentle into
that good night. Rage, Rage, against the dying
of the light’.
How has your style changed over time?
When I took up photography again 18
months ago I built capabilities across all
genres and got my LRPS within 8 months. I
am now concentrating on the story. I do try
and use metaphors and leave my reader's
work to do, inspired by Minor White.
Do you have a network of other artists,
and how do they support you?
Our cohort in my MA Class is really supportive
of each other, even though it is online. We
have a weekly ‘safety-valve’ session every
week of the year, and requests for help over
our network are responded to in minutes.
What have critics and collectors said
about your work?
Paul Sanders said the following of ‘Addiction
Is Not The End:'' “Your book is compelling,
brave, and thoughtfully put together. It is a
book that is challenging too. The combination
of images is stunning, you are a very versatile
artist and documentary storyteller.’
What are you working on at the
moment?
I am trying to produce exhibitions that are
interactive. That has an exhibition zone as
usual, but then an interactive zone where
people can interact with, even annotate,
small-scale, low-resolution, copies of the
images. I’m hosting a daily discussion hour in
this exhibition zone during the exhibition.
What are you struggling with right now?
Trying to get any income at all from
photography

PETER
WISEMAN
Peter Wiseman is a self-taught photographer and for many years experimented with creative
photography employing a variety of media and using his images to complement his creative
writing. But this was put on hold when, in addition to his day job, his wife and took on the lease
of an old school, refurbished it, and created a Gallery for local artists. This became part of the
village community and they ran it for 10 years. The creation of and running of the gallery,
together with his own career progression and family commitments, meant he had little time for
photography. A change in circumstances gave him the opportunity to take up photography again
and become a photographic artist. Although a new digital camera and the software supplied with
it enable Peter to continue to develop his creative skills, his art is firmly based on capturing the
right images to use to convey a notion. The work Peter is now producing is manipulated
photographic art mainly on stretched canvas.
''I think of myself as a photographic artist using the camera to gather images for artistic use, rather
than a photographer using a camera to record what is in front of the lens. I look at the world with an
eye for the material that can be manipulated and enhanced to create bold statement images to convey
ideas in striking, pieces of thought-provoking artwork. My challenge is to use my imagination and eye
for composition and color to create artworks that make the audience think and question what they are
looking at. Many of my images relate to contemporary issues, from the global environment to personal
experiences that many people have been through. I do not stick to many rules when editing to create
high-impact images. Using a digital camera and software supplied with enables me to experiment by
manipulating, contrast, saturation, and color to create high-impact images.''

What is your background?
Originally from Staffordshire, a career
opportunity brought my wife and me to
Cumbria in 1986. When we moved to the
village of Uldale, in addition to my non-artistic
day job my wife and I took on a challenge
taking on the lease of the recently closed
village school. We refurbished it and created
the Northern Fells Gallery to promote the
work of local artists. The gallery also reflected
my involvement in creative writing as I
established “The Poetry Wall”, a space that
was open for anyone to post, their poetry for
the public to read. that's a pre-social media
hard copy posting. The gallery became part of
the village community and we ran it for 10
years. The creation and management of the
gallery together with my own career
progression and family commitments meant I
had little time for photography as a hobby.
My camera gathered dust until circumstances
brought about a career change, giving me the
opportunity in 2018 to take up photography
again in a new medium of digital
photography.
When is your favorite time of day to
create?
I'm not really a morning person and although
it's a case of having to work during the day
when other things are going on, my favorite
time to create is 10:30 pm onwards.

What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist? How do you address it?
I think one of the biggest challenges can be
promoting yourself. I know, from my time
running a gallery, it's easy to extol the virtues
of someone else and their work but it can be
so difficult talking about yourself and your
work. How can you address this? Believe in
what you're doing and keep up your selfconfidence.

Note
When I took up photography again my goal was to
create photo art, but living in the Lake District it
was hard not to take some landscape pictures of
such a photogenic area. It wasn't what I intended
to do but I thought there could be a market for
local pictures while creating a photo art portfolio.
So I got some landscapes printed. When I had
enough of a portfolio to have a small booklet of
my photo art images printed, I started to
approach local galleries, but to be honest I think I
was scared of my photo art getting a bad
reception and ended up just talking about my
landscapes, which everywhere had got enough of.
Then by chance, I came across a gallery in Carlisle,
popped in, and got talking to the owner about my
photo art. She asked to see my portfolio booklet
and really liked my work. She told me to keep
believing in what I was doing and offered me
exhibition space for a number of my pictures. That
was a huge boost to my confidence and spurred
me on to approach other venues. Shortly after I
had work accepted at two more galleries and was
invited to put on exhibitions at two arts centres.

Who are your biggest artistic influences?
I think my work has three main influences - Piet Mondrian. abstract patterns feature in a lot of
my pictures. Expressionism through works of artists such as Ludwig Meidner, Wilhelm Morgner,
Franz Marc and Wassily Kandinsky. Last but not least the high contrast, the vivid colours of Pop
Art. It has been said of some of my images that they have the overall effect of looking at a Warhol
silkscreen print, to a degree.
How can your work affect societal issues?
Many of my images relate to contemporary issues, from the global environment to personal
experiences that many people have been through. My challenge is to use my imagination and
eye for composition and colour to create artworks that make viewers think about the content to
raise awareness of and consider specific issues from a different perspective.
What is the hardest part of creating for you?
I think is important that artists react to times such as we have been experiencing so that we have
a record of how it felt to live in this era, and for me, the hardest part is deciding what approach
to take to convey a message or emotion in an image. For example, compare pictures "2020" and
"What the Future Holds" as part of a series of images designed to reflect upon and describe
experiences during a year plagued by a pandemic and social/political unrest. "2020" is an edited
digital photo of empty deck chairs an outdoor event with all background detail removed and
replaced with an empty bland green nothingness to try to convey how for me, like many others
2020 should have been a special year but it was a year of fear, disappointment and emptiness.
With lockdown tier restrictions meaning, I couldn't visit friends and family, and they couldn't visit
me, In "What the Future Holds" I've tried to portray the feeling of being locked in and locked out
at the same time, and the fear in times of lockdown that there would always be barriers
restricting normal life. This is a highly manipulated digital photo with high contrast and colour
saturation to create bold hues of red conjuring sentiments of anger, frustration, and fear. with
close-cropped heavy frames and bars reference

PHILIP
WESTCOTT
Philip Westcott has been painting cityscapes for over 40 years with Manchester and Salford
being his main inspiration. He started by painting individuals, in oils, before progressing to a
wider view of shopping centres. In these compositions, Philip captured indiscriminate figures by
painting them loosely so that they appear to merge into the scene. He often highlighted them
with fleeting glimpses of colour, to give the impression of a fast-paced lifestyle, concentrating on
the busy centres depicting the hustle and bustle of modern life.
Recently, Philip has returned to painting individuals and focusing on their interactions, originally
in a digital format drawn on a tablet with a stylus and lately painted in Acrylic and highlighted
with Pen and Ink. During the present pandemic, he has done a series of paintings showing life
under new circumstances. Another interest for him is the Northwest Landscape. Here the
paintings focus on the hidden view rather than large panoramas. These are painted initially in
watercolour and then translated into larger oil paintings. Freedom and spontaneity are
important to him and the use of a palette knife in these works allows him to capture both.

What inspires you?
Seeing everyday people and places and
capturing these images. The world around
me is a constant source of inspiration either
through walks in the countryside or the city.
What does your work aim to say?
My work is a historical record of present-day
city life and my landscapes capture the
beauty of the countryside which is rapidly
being lost to urban expansion.
What are you focussing on right now?
I’m focusing now on publicizing my work and
developing my digital drawing skills on the
iPad. Not having a major exhibition to
prepare for gives me a chance to do more
experimental work.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
My biggest influences have been the
impressionists for my landscapes including
Van Gogh, Monet, and Cezanne. For my
cityscapes, I admire Hopper and the
Northern school of artists who have captured
local scenes over the years.

Name the artist or artists you’d like to be
compared to, and why?
Because of where I live in Salford I am often
compared with L S Lowry in subject matter
but not style. Although I started using the iPad
before David Hockney, my landscapes are
compared to his recent ones.
Is there a specific environment or
material that's integral to your work?
The early demolition in my city inspired my
early work and then the rise of the modern
shopping center and holidays abroad
captured my interest as subject matters.

Do you have a mentor or coach?
When I started painting seriously a local artist,
Harry Kingsley took a great interest in me and
helped develop my style and find places to
exhibit. Early on Lord Rhodes saw my work on
television and visited me before introducing
me to some well-known, successful artists
whom I corresponded and exhibited with.
What are you working on at the
moment?
I have just finished a series of portraits of
people who go to my local coffee shop and
am now working on a couple of oils from a
local shopping center.
Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
Having had three major exhibitions recently I
am now concentrating on open and digital
exhibitions, as organizing a one-person show
can be quite time-consuming, stressful, and
expensive.

RENATA
CRESPO
Renata Crespo is a Cuban photographer and visual artist currently based in Rotterdam. After
graduating with a Bachelor of History from the University of Havana in 2019, Renata
simultaneously studied photography at the School of Creative Photography of Havana. While still
studying, in 2016 she enrolled in the National Geographic Photo Camp that took place in
November of that year, as part of the cultural exchanges that were maintained during the socalled ‘‘Cuban thaw’’ (normalization of the relations between Cuba and the United States), started
by the Obama administration. Renata creates visual concepts using photography as her primary
medium. Her work is a projection of her experiences and personal battles. She captures with her
lens everyday impressions of her surroundings, including personal and family moments. With
the freshness and pleasant style, she highlights the importance of happiness in turbulent times.
Her practice has been recognized by institutions and publications such as the Rotterdam Photo
Festival and the contemporary art magazine Al-Tiba9. Her art has been featured on many digital
platforms with a feminist and integrationist approach. Feminist, Curated by GIRLS, and Black is
Mag are some of them. Another recent highlight of her journey was her inclusion in the Black
Women Photographers collective. Renata has participated in seven group exhibitions and held
her first solo exhibition, Unusual People, in April 2019. Renata has been part of Luciano
Méndez's contemporary Cuban art collection since 2015.

Hoofdeiland
Anne is a Leo with a special attachment to water. On our visit to Hoofd IJLand, a petite
Amsterdam-located isle, I was allowed to capture the liberation of a man.
This island is a place he found two years ago in an attempt to escape the confines of everyday
life. Soon it became his safe place and later on, our most valuable memory as a couple.
—Tell me the story of how you found this place, I asked…
«One morning I took a boat out to the more open water and I started to realize that I could, within half
an hour time from home, get several square kilometers of space around me and suddenly, I noticed
how a weight came off of my chest and I felt like a could breathe. Little paradises can be found right in
front of our noses. Not only can they be something tangibly fantastic, but they can also mark our
perspectives on life».
Back in those days, I enjoyed a few things more than listening to Anne recounting anecdotes of
his not-ordinary life.
I have always been attracted to avant-garde free individuals with a lot to tell to the world. They;
are a consistently and inexhaustible source of inspiration for me. Even the decay of the autumn
leaves appeared photogenic during those stimulating walks by Anne’s side

Where do you find inspiration?
Anything works for me: a memory, a moment,
a song, a character from a movie, a post... I
get this strange spontaneous link with the
thought, what if I start a series on that? or,
alas! this could work for an image, and this is
how it starts.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I am from Havana, Cuba. Being born where I
had definitely shaped my practice, especially
once I moved out from my origins and had
the opportunity to experience a completely
different culture and subsequently deal with
feelings of alienation and identity crisis.
What is your background?
I come from an academic background. I
graduated from the University of Havana with
a degree in history. Without a doubt, this has
influenced my work as an artist, as well as its
dynamics.
What is the role of an artist in society?
I believe that the ultimate intention of art
should be to educate and therefore the
ultimate purpose of an artist. When an artist's
work meets issues such as the problems and
adversities that affect a society, the first step
towards social change has been taken.
Does art help you in other areas of your
life?
I used my work as a channel to selfunderstand my emotions. I am often inspired
by my own life experiences, so for me, my
practice is, in many ways, a kind of
therapeutic practice.
How do you stay connected and up-todate with the art world?
I am subscribed to countless art platforms.
These are magazines, galleries, publishers,
printing labs, nft experts, etc. Another thing I
do, especially since it became possible again,
is going to art shows, museum visits, and
gallery gatherings.
Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
I do have an online group exhibition going on
with Sutter Hub: Yearbook 2022, which you
can check out on their website.

R E N É
GARZA

Rene Garza is a multidisciplinary artist based in Houston, TX. Garza spent over 15 years as a
fashion and celebrity stylist traveling the world in a business ruled by visceral aesthetics. He is
using those experiences to create a body of work that reflects his long-standing love of
conceptual art. The unifying theme that connects throughout his work is intended. The process
and materials often used are the reason for the work. Garza tends to work with found or
sustainable materials that would otherwise end up in landfills. Exploring the divide between
high-end aesthetics and the discarded residue of humans. Garza's biggest achievement was the
exhibition of a drawing on paper at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in NYC. Another highlight
was a site-specific sculpture made of up-cycled PVC pipes chosen to represent Houston as the
first artwork to greet guests at the Entrance to the 2018 Texas Contemporary Art Fair at The
George R. Brown Convention Center. PVC was chosen because of the strong tie that Texas has
with oil and also to echo the architecture and color of the Convention Center with all the
exposed piping and ducts. Garza's largest site-specific public art installation covered an entire
building's facade measuring 25ft x 100ft and was meant to inspire calmness in our busy lives.
''The unifying theme that connects throughout my work is intended. My process is multidimensional: Creation,
reflection, and activism. Critical of the damage corporate business ambition typically generates, both on the
global environment as well as on "our own spirituality," I deconstruct meaning by reusing textile waste. The
process and materials used are most often the reason for the work. The materials guide me into what they want
to become. My art is minimalist. I use simple shapes and lines and a limited color palette to clearly deliver my
ideas. I explore the divide between high-end aesthetics and the discarded residue of our overpopulated world. My
fashion design background is used to explore a three-dimensional vision, whereas, in fashion, a person's shape
would inform the fabric's form; now I use textiles to inform shapes. Many of the lines in the structures mimic
those of the human body, of sensuality. Through the use of reliefs and sculptures made with the conventional
business suit, I give a nod to my admiration of both conceptual art and geometric aesthetics. I consider the suit
as the uniform of the business world, turning the wearers into anonymous and homogeneous subjects who, in
addition to toxic masculinity, can be indifferent to the environmental and personal damage generated by their
excessive business practices. Working with recognizable fragments such as sleeves and deconstructed jackets, the
works dissect not only the suit but also its meaning. Assembled with a poetic orderly stacking, the pieces are at
the same time symbolic residues and geometric structures. Using the visual homogeneous style of the typical
corporate worker, the cuts are re-signified, evidence of the deconstruction of a value system and the
configuration of a new identity. Just as Magritte used the bowler hat to represent "everyman" or "any man" a sort
of anonymity comes with a man's suit. We separate ourselves from the impact that we are having. The more
anonymous we are, the easier it is to not take responsibility for our actions.''

Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I was raised in Texas and am based in Texas
at the moment, but lived in New York City for
most of my adult life. While my background
and geographical residence have affected my
art. The most impact on my life has been the
years working in the fashion industry. My
fashion and celebrity stylist background is
used to explore a three-dimensional vision,
whereas, in fashion, a person's shape
would inform the fabric's form;
now I use textiles to
inform shapes.
Many of the
lines in the
structures mimic
those of the
human body, of
sensuality. Aside from
aesthetics, the amount
of waste produced and
lack of respect for our the
environment is big
impacts that inform
my decisions when
creating art.

What does your work aim to say?
The unifying theme that connects throughout
my work is intended. My process is
multidimensional: Creation, reflection, and
activism. Critical of the damage corporate
business ambition typically generates, both
on the global environment as well as on "our
own spirituality," I deconstruct meaning by
reusing textile waste. The process and
materials used are most often the reason for
the work. The materials guide me into what
they want to become. My art is minimalist. I
use simple shapes and lines and a limited
color palette to clearly deliver my ideas. I
explore the divide between high-end
aesthetics and the discarded residue
of our overpopulated world.

Tell me about your favorite medium.
I tend to work with found or sustainable
materials that would otherwise end up in
landfills. Textile sculptures have
been my main focus recently. I
not only enjoy the conscious
decision to use discarded
materials but the limits the
materials create in
producing work. 70-80%
of the sculptures are
molded by me, the rest
is the textiles
determining how it
forms or reacts to
my manipulation.

How can your work affect societal
issues?
My work is largely influenced by the use of
upcycled textiles. While the subject of
sustainability
and
recycling/upcycling
undoubtedly will be ever-present, there is
still space to comment on other social
issues. In my latest series, I explore the
impact of corporate entities on ourselves
and on the earth. I consider the suit as the
uniform of the business world, turning the
wearers into anonymous and homogeneous
subjects who, in addition to toxic
masculinity, can be indifferent to the
environmental and personal damage
generated by their excessive business
practices. Using the visual homogeneous
style of the typical corporate worker, the
cuts are re-signified, evidence of the
deconstruction of a value system and the
configuration of a new identity. We separate
ourselves from the impact that we are
having. The more anonymous we are, the
easier it is to not take responsibility for our
actions. Art has the power to reflect our
experiences and give the viewer a moment
to contemplate their own behavior.

What are you working on at the
moment?
At the moment, I am expanding a series that I
created for an exhibition in Marfa, TX.
Deconstructed suit jackets and recognizable
fragments such as sleeves are used to dissect
not only the suit but also its meaning.
Assembled with a poetic orderly stacking, the
pieces are at the same time symbolic
residues and geometric structures.
How do you know when a work is
finished?
When creating a piece, I usually experience
self-doubt and question the evolution, up
until it's almost finished. I don't see the
transformation, up until a short span of time
in the end. I will always have an urge to keep
refining bits and pieces but have to resist.
The work tells you when you are finished.
Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
The next exhibition that I will exhibit at is
CraftTexas 2022 at the Houston Center for
Contemporary Craft from October 1, 2022 –
January 28, 2023. The show includes 40
pieces by nearly 30 artists, highlighting works
that speak to personal stories of struggle and
resilience while challenging expectations of
contemporary craft.

SHIR
BECK
Shir Beck is an artist working in oil and acrylic.
In her paintings, she feels there is a duet of painting between the canvas and the rag that she
uses. It is a non-stop dance until I finish the painting.
In her paintings, there is a reflection of the view of the Eilat sea and the desert. She was born in
Arad and moved with her family to the city of Eilat. Her paintings express her feelings and
sensations in the journey of her life.

Who are you?
My name is Shir Beck, I’m a painter of oil and
acrylic. Born in 1990 in Isreal. I moved with
my family to the Eilat located in the Red Sea
(southern Israel).
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
My painting is abstract, I show my love for the
sea, the desert landscape, and the dialogue
between the two. The painting expresses the
power of nature and its power in the Gulf of
Eilat.
What is your background?
In my paintings, the effects of the colorful
flamenco dance rhythm are evident, the beat
of the rags clicking on the canvas, creating a
work with its own rhythm as music and
movement add up. My stay at the beach for
many days affects the colors I use in the
watercolor and yellow of the desert. The
meeting point between the sea and the
desert creates a dialogue that releases
emotions.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
The role model that inspired me and leads
my way is the respected painter Joan Miró I
Ferrà

What inspires you?
My inspiration comes from life itself, I see the
colors, people, and my traveling. Through the
painting, I want to reveal my love for nature
and the landscape of Eilat Bay, the sea, and
the desert that reflect the calm, serenity, and
tranquility I experience from the immediate
surroundings. In my paintings, the effects of
the colorful flamenco dance rhythm are
evident, the rhythm of the rags clicking on the
canvas, creating work with its own rhythm as
music and movement add up.
What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist? How do you address it?
Through the painting, I want to reveal my love
for nature and the landscape of Eilat Bay, the
sea, and the desert that reflect the calm,
serenity, and tranquility I experience from the
immediate surroundings.
How useful has social media been for
you?
Social media help me a lot, exposure during
Covid to other types of exhibits, such as
making this interview.

SIMON
BERSON
Simon Berson is a native New York state artist known for his expressive, figurative wire
sculptures and his more abstract engineered assemblages, and collages of drawings mixed with
found images and hardware components.
Simon “draws” with ease in three-dimensional space, with wire as his ink. The thin metal strands
lightly mark and bind empty space for the viewer to fill with their own imagination. Long, graceful
lines accentuate his wire figures’ sense of motion. Leaping ballerinas and swinging athletes are
among the human forms captured in cresting, snapshot moments of weightlessness or impact.
''Growing up in New York City had many advantages. I used to skip school and spend days at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Modern Art, and the Guggenheim museums. The influence of Tanguy,
Duchamp, Picasso, Calder, Kandinsky, Nevelson, Bontecue, and many others, is apparent in my work.
Tempered by 30+ years as a technical writer and illustrator for a variety of manufacturers. The
collage/mixed media pieces begin with filling a sketchbook with a series of imagined part drawings,
Over the years I have developed a vocabulary of parts that are assembled without a predetermined
plan. It feels like a 2D sculpture. Once the basic shape is established, the technical components are
added. The structure becomes blended into an object that presents the viewer with an insoluble
subject, thereby maintaining freshness every time you see it. I worked in the corporate world at a time
of extraordinary change, and have an appreciation for the technical apparatus that I use in my work.
I aim for a kind of balance of curiosity and puzzlement. The basic nature of the work is fun, and
guaranteed fresh. My images are completely forgettable and seem new every time you see them. Do
these images depict a kind of machine, something bio-mechanical, or an alien life form/landscape? In
any case, the work invokes a thoughtful response, a kind of “Brain Candy”.''

Who are you?
I've worn a lot of different hats. Technical
instructor,
technical
writer,
technical
illustrator, Pole-climbing lineman, Alarm
system installer, Photographic processing
machine technician, and salesman. Now I am
an artist full-time.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I was born and raised in New York City
(Washington Heights) and used to skip school
to spend the day on Museum Mile at the
Metropolitan, MMA, Frick Collection, Museum
of Design, etc. I especially enjoyed the
surrealists and cubists. And so developed a
lifelong obsession with making art. I was
heavily influenced by Duchamp, Man Ray,
Tanguy, et al.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
Does it seem more like why did art choose
me? It's a kind of obsession, I make each
piece think about the next one, and what can
I do differently or better. I have discovered an
endless method for making art (as long as my
imagination keeps working).
What inspires you?
Right now, it's my wife and her boundless
support for my work. I couldn't ask for a
better partner.

What does your work aim to say?
The work is a mystery for the viewer. It
requires the application of imagination. Every
piece is almost instantly forgettable because
it's so unlike reality, yet contains technology,
that it is identifiable. This makes the pieces
seem new every time you look at them. The
object is to make the viewer find their own
stories within.
What is our biggest challenge in being an
artist? How do you address it?
Finding your audience! It seems that my work
appeals to the younger set, but they are
generally too poor to make a purchase. I have
a webpage, and I'm on a number of art
websites.
What do you like/dislike about the art
world?
The lack of good venues, and the outrageous
cost of becoming recognized.
Name the artist or artists you’d like to be
compared to, and why?
I think my work fits nicely with the surrealists
of the mid-20th century.

VICTORIA
ROTARU

Victoria is a London-based artist from the Republic of Moldova. She transforms familiar items
into fantastical abstract forms. Her art is about the continuity of life and its transformation of it.
Through this new reality, her practice has shifted into a focus on tactile representations of
intimacy and connection between humanity and nature. A connection that borders upon
sensibility and the sublime, especially in a world continuously rocked by chaos brought on by the
natural order. This preoccupation has morphed from highly detailed photography of the
surfaces to magic abstract forms. The skins of the plants act as a connection between humanity
and nature, highlighting the rapid process of the journey of life, and this has led to her most
recent fascination with mold, showcasing and highlighting these textures, intimacies, and
connections in a state of decay. A point of life in which touch ceases completely, but when new
life is born again and the cycle of touch, intimacy begins anew.

Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I am from the Republic of Moldova, which is a
country with fascinating natural beauty. At the
same time, this is a country full of gray and
dark socialistic buildings, which are scary
sometimes, but very inspiring with their
darkness. I think you can see both influences
in my works – natural beauty and darkness.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
It wasn’t a choice, I felt like I was an artist
since I was a child. Art feeds my soul and it is
giving me the possibility to live in a different
reality, in my own beautiful world. Every day is
a gift when you are an artist as your
imagination has no limits, and every little
breath and every little step can be surprising.
What inspires you?
I can never guess when the inspiration will
catch me, but usually, it is happening when I
am alone with myself, this is the moment
when I am creating, but I feel inspired by a lot
of things like music, nature, technology, and
of course people. Timely thoughts are flying
around when in darkness and I am listening
to some ‘’cosmic’’ music.
What does your work aim to say?
My works are talking about a connection that
borders upon sensibility and the sublime,
especially in a world continuously rocked by
chaos brought on by the natural order. This
preoccupation has morphed from highly
detailed photography of the surfaces to magic
abstract forms. The skins of the plants act as
a connection between humanity and nature,
highlighting the rapid process of the journey
of life, and have led to my most recent
fascination with mold, showcasing and
highlighting these textures, intimacies, and
connections in a state of decay. So, the aim of
my recent works is to destroy the borders of
your imagination.
What is the role of an artist in society?
To talk about the problems we are facing, in a
different and creative way. I think that talking
through art is more effective and it has a
stronger impact on society. Art is a

retreat for most people and artists can be
considered the architect of the human’s soul
‘’shelter’’.
Tell me about your favorite medium.
For the last two years, I am addicted to macro
photography. I discovered it myself when I
started to study the MA Photography course
at UAL, and I fell totally in love with highly
detailed natural textures. This was a starting
point for my further artwork. Recently, I
started to experiment with morphed
photography, and the results of this
experiment opened a new world for me and
my art. At the moment, my favorite medium is
EXPERIMENT.
Where do you find inspiration?
Inspiration is something really special for me,
as sometimes I can’t get inspired no matter
how hard I’m trying, and other times I feel
super inspired for absolutely no reason. So,
my inspiration can be found somewhere ‘’in
the middle of nowhere’’.
When is your favorite time of day to
create?
Nigh time. As I am highly inspired by the
darkness and black color, I can never get
inspired during the day, but when the night is
coming - the artist in me wakes up. The night
is a magical and mysterious time and it makes
my mind and soul get closer to the Universe.
What motivates you to create?
My art. It is hard to describe the feeling I get
when I’m creating new artwork.
Every day motivates me to develop myself as
an artist, and every little success, every
exhibition, and every publication makes me
want more and to work harder.

Victoria was born in
St Nazaire. France.
Currently living and working
in London, UK. She has
worked for 2 years with an
oil and acrylics then moved
to digital works using the
inkjet on canvas technique.
After giving up for half a
year in 2021 came back in
2022 with a fresh vision
and a new commitment to
the practice. Victoria is a
transgender woman living in
London. After four years of
making works and giving up
multiple times, Victoria
discovered her mission: to
legitimize digital works in
the art world. Just like
techno music, it's time
for vigilant art to take its
place in art galleries all
over the world. Suffering
from anxiety, her works
revolve around mental
health and identity. She
translates complex feelings into visual
pieces, as well as showcasing the
transgender experience to the world.

VICTORIA
VIMBERT

What is the role of an artist in society?
I think that the role of an artist in society is complex and multi-dimensional. First, one of the roles
is to spread the cultural message and help society move forward by talking about subjects that
are deeply rooted in our society. Art is one of the best ways to open society to new subjects such
as the LGBTQIA+ community or the environmental crisis we are facing. An artist is also one who
is gonna find new ways to create, new mediums and techniques that can make the art practice
go deeper.
Who are your biggest artistic influences?
My biggest artistic influences are mostly artists who “work with their guts”, and who have an
almost animalistic approach to work, making it visceral. I like artists who are not trying to make
something beautiful but something true and honest. I think that there’s a misconception about
“dark” artists, we are thought to be sad or depressed people but in our works, we just represent
the hardest parts of life, that we all face.
How do you define success as an artist?
To be successful as an artist is to be able to live from your art. To have enough gallery
representation to be able to produce works and not worry about having a day job or not. I think
that’s success to me, the rest is a bonus really. Provoking emotions and making people think
about their human condition is also success to me, I think: wow, I’ve touched them.
Does art help you in other areas of your life?
Yes, art helps me in many areas of my life. Because the practice is cathartic to me, I can navigate
the world better; in the sense that after my emotions are “cleaned”, I have a more open mind
and heart to approach life and relationships. I don’t carry any emotions, or
baggage with me. I feel more centered and happy
How do you develop your art skills?
I really believe in the saying “practice makes
perfect”. Learning art history and theory is good,
but I believe that practicing is better. My way is to
make at least one work every day to keep me
going, and then just produce produce produce…
there’s no such thing as being gifted, it’s just
practice.
How has your style changed over time?
I first started to work really figuratively and
mimicked my favorite artists' styles, then I just
came organically, after four years I believe that
now the style is coherent. I used to think about
how I would do work a certain way, but now it just
comes naturally. I believe that time okays a
big role in the development of a style.

Do you have any exhibitions coming up?
Yes, I have an exhibition in September at the Holy Art
Gallery in London. I’m excited about it, it’s been a while….
What are your long-term goals?
My long terms goal is to attract the right gallery to work
together in the long run. I would also love to start
sculptures and installations however I’m not at this stage
already. For now, keep practicing and trusting the
universe is my short-term goal. And for the future, I’m
sticking to my vision.
What is the biggest challenge of being an artist?
I believe that the biggest challenge of being an artist is to
be patient. It takes a tremendous amount of time and
effort first to get your visual style, and then to start to
work in the art world is another challenge. Another big
challenge is to get your point right with your art and to
be clear about what is your mission and why you are
doing it.
Do you have a mentor or coach?
I don’t really have a mentor or coach but it feels like I
have all the artists I love somewhere in my head. I’m
wondering sometimes “what would coco Chanel do?
What about Francis bacon?” ; it really helps me to think
about them and also read how they make it happen
themselves, it inspires me.

WALTER LEE
ALLEN III
Walter Lee Allen III is an artist, writer, editor, and educator based in Tangier, Tbilisi, and Ocean
Springs, Mississippi. He was born and raised in Mobile, Alabama, and pursued a career in
broadcasting and audio production until he delved into art, focusing on photography and
painting. He served as a secondary education Peace Corps Volunteer from 2005 to 2007 in Gori,
Georgia, then in 2009 co-founded with another former volunteer Open Maps Caucasus, an
open-source mapping initiative that he managed from his home in Gori. He relocated to Tbilisi,
working with community and business leaders, and taught at the Giuvy Zaldastanishvili American
Academy in Tbilisi and Nata Buachidze’s Studio. In 2011 he accepted a position at the American
School of Tangier, where he taught art, advanced drawing, chess, creative writing, drama, history,
literature, and research, and edited Al Tanjaoui. He continues to engage in projects aimed to
protect the environment and nature and is often found exploring Spain, which serves as a
waypoint as he travels between Georgia, Morocco, and the United States. He is the proud son of
Melanie and the proud father of Sofia.
''As I approach a blank canvas, a
blank page, or a clean audio track,
I prepare by briefly meditating and
clearing my mind, focusing on the
task ahead, the purpose of the work,
or the message I intend to convey.
I work deliberately, taking care of
every detail of the creative process;
enjoy calm, comfortable
surroundings, free of distractions
and noise, devoid of negative
thoughts, intoxicants, or stress; and
remain aware of the need for periods
of rest and reflection. Adhering to
these simple rules allows me – as a
vessel channeling the muse – to
utilize the skills I possess to their f
ullest potential, and enjoy navigating
through the creative process to bring
new art into the world.''

Who are you?
Walter Lee Allen III. Close friends around the
world and family in the United States call me
Lee; some friends and family in Georgia call
me Luka; students usually call me Mr. Lee; I’m
Walter to the rest. I’m a visual and sound
artist, writer, editor, and educator. I’m a man
of many names and interests.
Where are you from and how does that
affect your work?
I’m originally from Mobile, Alabama, and later
moved to Ocean Springs, Mississippi. Growing
up on the Central Gulf Coast may have
affected my work in that there is incredible
natural beauty there, from the breathtaking
sunsets over the Gulf of Mexico to the
multitude of colorful flowers and birds. To
this day I still find myself drawn towards the
sea, and find inspiration in new flowers I meet
during my travels. When I moved to Tbilisi in
my 30s, I was exposed to a whole world of
new inspiration, from ancient frescoes in
churches to the stunning mountain vistas of
the Caucasus and vibrant, funky street art. In
Tangier, where I live much of the year, I have
a mix of everything: sea, mountains, botanical
beauty around every corner, and the complex
geometry of colorful ceramics found
everywhere all nourish me with inspiration.

What is your background?
The first house I lived in held an art gallery on
the first floor, which was run by my parents,
who were both part-time artists. I was
constantly exposed to art throughout my life,
although I didn’t take artmaking seriously
until much later. Music was my main interest
as a teenager, and I enjoyed a brief career in
broadcasting and audio production after
graduating from university. A few years later I
took some night classes in photography, then
took some courses at a local university on
drawing, 2-D and 3-D design, and art history.
Ben Shamback showed me how to paint with
oils, and I worked exclusively in this medium
for the next decade.
Why did you choose to be an artist?
In a sense, I think I could say that art chose
me. No matter what job I was doing, or where
I was, I was always drawing, sketching, and
looking at art, almost compulsively. When I
made the decision to devote myself to
studying proper techniques and skills, I felt as
if a window had been opened, and I felt so
free to express myself, interpret ideas into
visual form, and enjoy the therapeutic
benefits of artmaking. I also liked the fact that
with art, I could create something anywhere
with virtually anything, anytime.

What inspires you?
Beauty. This may be in the form of a person,
place, tree, action, work of art, or something
that I’m listening to or reading. Inspiration is
everywhere. Doing well requires effort; effort
requires
concentration;
concentration
requires motivation; motivation requires
inspiration; therefore, I constantly seek
inspiration.
What does your work aim to say?
It depends on the medium and subject. For
portraiture – whether it’s photography,
drawing, or painting, I try to convey the
subject’s character, not just appearance, and
to give equal emphasis to hands as I do the
face. In my landscapes and abstract work, I try
to tell a story, which is hinted at through the
titles I give each piece; however, many
abstract pieces appear as completely
different to viewers than what I intended, and
at different angles they can become
something else entirely. This is an incredible
trick in that one piece can be many at the
same time, and can therefore say many
things.
What is your biggest challenge in being
an artist? How do you address it?
I generally prefer solitude to work, and yet
solitude is painful at times. During the COVID19 lockdown in 2020, I was isolated in
Morocco, and then again in Spain for several
months in 2021. The loneliness during these
periods was difficult, but I channeled this into
writing and making art, which resulted in an
enormous outpouring of creative work. This
taught me a valuable lesson: find the benefit
revealed in a challenge, seek out the boon
hidden in periods of gloom, and always
accelerate into the curves that life throws at
you. Another lesson that I have learned over
time: artists need other people. This
challenges me to step out of my comfort
zone.

Presented works:
Ali Kippax:
1) Belonging - Acrylic on canvas, size 64x64 (framed), 2022 (pg.5)
2) Reverberation - Acrylic on canvas, size 64x64 (framed), 2022 (pg.5)
3) Under the clouds - Acrylic on canvas, size 45x45 (framed), 2022 (pg.6)
4) Slipping Away - Acrylic on canvas, size 30x100 (framed), 2022 (pg. 6)
5) Unfold - Acrylic on canvas, size 54x54 (framed), 2022 (pg. 7)
6) Beyond happy - Acrylic on canvas, size 40x40 (framed), 2022 (pg.7)
Alice Mary Mathilda:
1) Ocean swirl - Acrylic on canvas, 80 cm (pg.8)
2) Under the Sea - Acrylic on canvas, 60x60 (pg.9)
3) Whirlpool - Acrylic on canvas, 100x100 (pg.9)
4) Breakwater - Acrylic on canvas, 180x120 (pg.9)
5) Golden Sands - Acrylic on canvas, 80 cm (pg.10)
6) Turquoise Blue - Acrylic on canvas, 80 cm (pg.10)
Anthony Gregg:
1) Refrigerator Running in the Background - Acrylic and Cray-pas on Stretched canvas, size 30''x24''
(pg.11)
2) Solemn Samurai - Acrylic on stretched canvas, size 30” x 24.25 (pg.12)
3) Little Revolving Doors - Acrylic on Stretched canvas, size 30” x 36” (pg12)
4) Efflorescent - Acrylic on stretched canvas, size 23.25”x19'' (pg.13)
5) The Shovels Beat the Sun - Acrylic on pre-stretched canvas, size 16”x20” (pg.13)
6) Fresh Hand of Scary - Acrylic on stretched canvas, size 48''x48'' (pg. 13)
Ashley:
1) Chill Vibes - Acrylic on canvas, size 11''x14'' (pg. 14)
2) The Calming – Acrylic on canvas, size 14’’x11’’ (pg.15)
3) Xena - – Acrylic on canvas, size 14’’x11’’ (pg.15)
4) Warm Vibes - – Acrylic on canvas, size 14’’x11’’ (pg.15)
5) Relaxed Vibes - Acrylic on canvas, size 8.5''x11'' (pg. 16)
6) Hidden Figures - Acrylic on canvas, size 8''x10'' (pg.16)
Ayan Aziz Mammadova:
1) Mood Flares – Mixed media on canvas, size 110x90, 2012 (pg.17)
2) Explosion of happiness – Mixed media on canvas, size 110x90, 2022 (pg.18)
3) Autumn Still life – Oil on canvas, size 70x90, 2012 (pg.18)
4) Universe – Mixed media on canvas, size 120x100, 2012 (pg.18)
5) Mystery of Nature - Oil on canvas, 150x150, 2022 (pg.19)
6) Symphony of colours - Oil on canvas, 100x100, 2022 (pg.19)
7) Evil Eye - Oil on canvas, 100x100, 2018 (pg.19)
Bianca Turner:
1) Peace – Mixed media on canvas, size 48’’x30’’, 2019 (pg.21)
2) Daily breaking news, thoughts and prayers in the US – Mixed media on canvas, size 12’’x12’’, 2021
(pg.22)
3) A night in Ukraine in March 2022 – Mixed media on canvas, size 14’’x17’’, 2022 (pg.22)
4) Jungle in my mind – Mixed media on paper, size 14’’x17, 2022 (pg. 23)
5) Anthropology – Acrylic on canvas, size 20’’x16’’, 2020 (pg.23)
Billy De luca - Studies for figures in an Altarpiece Vatican City, Italy, size 15x10, 2022 (pg. 24)

Bobby Forsythe:
1) Told you the light didn't disappear - Canvas Painting, light, 2020 (pg.32)
2) Continous - LED, 2018 (pg.33)
3) Luminous [exhibition view] - Motion Sensor Light, UV light, wood, 2019 (pg.33)
4) Slick - resin, wood, 2022 (pg.34)
5) Window - LED, Wooden Frame, 2018 (pg.35)
Brian Voce:
1) Viral D - Giclée (digital print), 59.4x42, 2017 (pg.36)
2) Viral A - Giclée (digital print), 59.4x42, 2017 (pg.36)
3) Viral C - Giclée (digital print), 59.4x42, 2017 (pg.36)
4) Untitled 1- Oil on canvas, 142x142, 2019 (pg.37)
5) Cloud - Oil on canvas, 124.4x142, 2018 (pg.37)
6) Entanglement - Giclée (digital print), 23.5x23.5, 2022 (pg.38)
7) Symbiant – Acrylic on canvas, 142x142, 2019 (pg.38)
8) Untitled 3 - Oil on canvas,, 142x1442, 2019 (pg.39)
9) Slippage - Oil on canvas, 142x142, 2017 (pg.39)
Caitlin Smith:
1) Untitled - Acrylic and Prismacolor pencils over a stretched canvas, 102x83, 2022 (pg.40)
2) Body - digital manipulation of a lino print, 29.7x42, 2021 (pg.41)
3) Sinus Vitae - digital manipulation of a lino print, 29.7x42, 2021 (pg.41)
4) Catcalling is not a compliment - Acrylic over a stretched canvas, 90x90, 2021-2022 (pg.42)
5) Mansplaining - Acrylic and watercolor pencils over a stretched canvas, 90x90, 2022 (pg.42)
Caz Hildebrand:
1) Succession - Stoneware clays, 35x28x9, 2022 (pg.43)
2) Lost & Found series, (black and colours) - Slip-cast earthenware clay, glazes, various sizes, 2022 (pg.
44)
3) Elysian Fields – Stoneware clay, 240x30x20, 2022 (pg.45)
4) Sentinels – Stoneware clay, wax, various sizes, 2021 (pg.45)
5) Connectors – Stoneware clay, wax, various sizes, 2022 (pg.45)
6) Connectors – Stoneware clay, wax, various sizes, 2021 (pg.45)
Cesar Mammadov:
1) Paris, 2019, paper, pastel, 65 x 45 cm (pg.46)
2) French Motive, 2019, oil on canvas, 25 x 35 cm (pg.47)
3) Bilbao, 2019, oil on canvas, 15 x 20 cm (pg.47)
Cheery Adam - La Casa Habitata, 42x59.4, 2021 (Photographs) (pg. 49)
Chuu Wai:
1) PAN-PAN LYAT PAE/ STILL ORNAMENTING FLOWERS acrylic on canvas, 122x91, 2021 (pg.50)
2) BREAKING SOUL - acrylic on traditional fabric, 122x91, 2019 (pg.52)
Daniel Spehr:
1) Ray of Man - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front. Signed,
Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.54)
2) Ray of Charles - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front.
Signed, Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.55)
3) Untitled-3 - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front. Signed,
Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg. 56)
4) Wrapped - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front. Signed,
Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.56)

5) Rosetta - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front. Signed,
Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.57)
6) Sunspot - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in Front. Signed,
Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.57)
7) Sunrise in Hernandez NM - 2021 80x60 cm Fujifilm Crystal Archive DP II, 250 g/m Embossing Stamp in
Front. Signed, Titled, Numbered and Dated Verso in Pen (pg.57)
Fernando Correia:
1) Intimidade n. 1 / Intimacy No. 1, acrylic on paper, 56 x 76 (pg.58)
2) Integração n. 1 / Integration no. 1, acrylic on polycarbonate,50 x 60, (pg.59)
3) Integração n. 3 / Integration no. 3, acrylic on polycarbonate, 50 x 60 cm (pg.59)
4) Casal no sofá / Couple on the sofa, acrylic on polycarbonate, 40 x 30 (pg.60)
5) Leitura e sono / Reading and sleep, acrylic on polycarbonate, 30 x 40 cm (pg.60)
6) Reencontro / Reunion, acrylic on polycarbonate, 30 x 40 cm (pg.60)
7) Casal no supermercado / couple at the supermarket, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 120 (pg.61)
8) Aniversário de 43 anos / 43rd birthday, acrylic on paper, 56 x 76 (pg.61)
Frederick Bamfo:
1) In Memory of Peasants, Installation - Jeans, Developed Films and Wood, variable size, 2021 (pg.63, 64)
2) Of Other Games - Jeans, Prints, Perspex, Stools, Chairs, and Board Games, variable size, 2020 (pg.63)
3) Compound House - Jeans, Prints, Perspex, Stools and Board Games, variable size, 2020 (pg.63)
Giorgio Gerardi:
1) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 7 (pg.65)
2) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 21 (pg.66)
3) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 16 (pg.66)
4) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 23 (pg.66)
5) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 18 (pg.66)
6) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 03 (pg.67)
7) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 06 (pg.67)
8) Clouds – Image 8520, detail 04 (pg.67)
Ivan Kanchev:
1) "Man, where are you?“, 2021, porcelain, glaze, 180x180x13 (pg. 68)
2) "Man, where are you ?“, 2016, porcelain, reduction, smoking, 140x140x10 (pg.68)
3) "Plate - Fight in Eden", 2017, red clay, reduction, smoking, 80x80x12 (pg.69)
4) "Plate - Еclipse", 2014, red clay, reduction, smoking, 90x90x8 (pg.69)
5) "Plate - Excitement",", 2016, red clay, reduction, smoking, 85x85x6 (pg.70)
6) "Plate – Passing“, 2022, red clay, reduction, smoking, 110x110x6 (pg.70)
7) "Plate – Passing“, 2022, red clay, reduction, smoking, 70x70x5 (pg.70)
Josef Gatti Buontempo:
1) End of space and time - collage on paper, size 21x29.7 (pg.71)
2) Be Yourself - collage on paper, 21x29.7 (pg.72)
3) Blue toned - collage on paper, 21x29.7 (pg.72)
4) Slow Speed - collage on paper, 21x29.7 (pg.73)
Joy Misu:
1) Goddess – Oil on canvas, 2021 (pg.74)
2) Sexual being – digital art, 2022 (pg.75)
3) Sex ED 102 – digital art, 2022 (pg.75)
4) Explaining pleasure – digital art, 2022 (pg.75)

Julie French:
1) Hare Stare - Free motion stitch, 50x40, 2015 (pg. 76)
2) Guardian – Free motion stitch, 23x30, 2017 (pg.77)
3) Finola – Free motion stitch, 65x65, 2022 (pg.77)
4) Indian House Crow – Free motion stitch, 40x30, 2016 (pg.77)
5) Kingfisher Shimmer – Free motion stitch, 40x50, 2021 (pg.78)
6) Long Mary – Free motion embroidery, 50x70, 2022 (pg.78)
7) Bria - Free motion stitch, 30x30, 2017 (pg.78)
Lea Hope Bonzer:
1) Grit – Multi-size photo print (pg.81)
2) Luminance - Multi-size photo print (pg.82)
3) Entwine - Multi-size photo print (pg.82)
4) Mount - Multi-size photo print (pg.82)
Lorraine Cleary - Vessels of Strength: She - Her - Womb – Warrior, 2022
Lucia Dunaj: The series of paintings entitled "Saint Philistine", Acrylic on canvas, 2020-2021 (pg.87-89)
Lunyu Fu:
1) Song of the Parting Son – Receipts, thermal printing, 170x120 (pg. 90)
2) Before you Call it a Tree – Print, 85x100mm each (pg.92-93)
Marie-Julie Lafrance – Too much, too little – digital (printed on canvas), 30’’x24’’, 2022 (pg.94)
Michael Wagner:
1) Ereignisfeld (Stay the line) - Acrylic on canvas, 100x50, 2019 (pg. 95)
2) Ereignisfeld (Fragmentierung) – Acrylic on canvas, 80x80, 2019 (pg.95)
3) Ereignisfeld (Tor der Erkenntnis) – Acrylic on canvas, 100x100, 2015 (pg.96)
4) Ereignisfeld (Tempel der Integration) – Acrylic on canvas, 126x126, 2016 (pg.96)
5) Ereignisfeld (Verbliebene Klarheit) – Arcylic on canvas, 98x98, 2022 (pg.96)
6) Ereignisfeld (Fraktale Räume) – Acrylic on canvas, 140x140, 2015 (pg.96)
7) Ereignisfeld (Pandemic Nr. 7) – Acrylic on canvas, 100x65, 2021 (pg.97)
8) Ereignisfeld (Perspektiven) – Acrylic on canvas, 126x126, 2016 (pg.97)
9) Ereignisfeld (Stirb und Werde) – Acrylic on canvas, 98x98, 2017 (pg.97)
10) Ereignisfeld (Pandemic Nr. 5) – Acrylic on canvas, 100x80, 2021 (pg.97)
Natalia Tcherniak:
1) “Connective Tissue” – cyanotype on plywood with scattered cubes, spheres and dowels, 3 x 4 feet,
2019 (pg.98)
2) “Headlands – Ghosts Crowd Mind” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 16 x 14 inches, 2019 (pg.99)
3) “Headlands – They Came and They Settled” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 16 x 14 inches,
2019(pg. 99)
4) “Headlands –Spiraling” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 16 x14 inches, 2019 (pg.99)
5) “Door” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 11 x 14 inches, 2018 (pg.100)
6) “Walk into the sea” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 9 x12 inches, 2019 (pg.100)
7) “Psychogeography Gardiner” – cyanotype on watercolour paper, 11 x14 inches, 2019 (pg.100)
Nives Palmić:
1) Sea and Sky II – gouache on paper, 50x48 (pg.101)
2) Sea and Sky IV – gouache on paper, 50x48 (pg.102)
3) Rising – guache on paper, 48x50, (pg.103)
4) Rising II – gouache on paper, 48x50 (pg.103)
5) Rising III – gouache on paper, 50x48 (pg.103

Olga Stenina:
1) Little bunny, modelage à la plaque, porcelaine, dessin , kintsugi, 25 cm (pg.104)
2) En attente , modelage, dessin, 40cm (pg.105)
3) La fée verte, assiette , gré, dessin, 23 cm (pg.105)
4) The last kiss, assiette , gré, dessin, 23 cm (pg.105)
Patrice Sullivan:
1) Glimpse – Oil on board, 16’’x16’’, 2022 (pg. 106)
2) Magic carpet – Oil on linen, 8’’x8’’, 2022 (pg.107)
3) Park days – Oil on linen, 10’’x10’’, 2022 (pg.107)
4) Laurelhurst Park – Oil on linen, 12’’x12’’, 2020 (pg.107)
Paul Kingsley Square:
1) Vega Chaser – Oil on canvas, 122x76, 2020 (pg.108)
2) River Mountain – Oil on canvas, 61x122 (pg.109)
3) Radiance – Oil on canvas, 122x61, 2022 (pg.109)
4) Echoes of Avalon – Oil on canvas, 122x76, 2021 (pg.109)
5) Eos Bringer of the Dawn – Oil on canvas, 76x122, 2021 (pg.110)
6) Aether Made of Sunlight – Oil on canvas, 76x122, 2021 (pg.110)
Peter Bushby:
1) Leaving Cadiz – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.111)
2) Trapped – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.112)
3) Wondering – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.112)
4) Moving upwards – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.113)
5) Disconnected – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.113)
6) In the gutter – digital image, A3, 2022 (pg.113)
Peter Wiseman:
1) Displacement – Manipulated print on stretched canvas, 32’’x48’’, 2020 (pg.114)
2) What the future holds - Manipulated print on stretched canvas, 36’’x32’’, 2020 (pg.115)
3) Pillars of society - Manipulated print on stretched canvas, 22’’x20’’, 2019 (pg.115)
4) Life in uncertain times - Manipulated print on stretched canvas, 24’’x40’’, 2021 (pg.116)
Philip Westcott:
1) Sunbathers Eccles – digital print, 30x20, 2019 (pg.117)
2) Approaching storm, Lake Garda – digital print, 30x20, 2022 (pg.118)
3) Small street, Lake Garda – digital print, 30x20, 2022 (pg.118)
4) Sunset Salford Quays – digital print, 30x20, 2022 (pg.118)
5) Sunbathers, Lake Garda 2 – digital print, 30x20, 2022 (pg.119)
6) Sunbathers, Lake Garda 1 – digital print, 30x20, 2022 (pg.119)
7) Buskers Monton Festival – digiral print, 30x20, 2018 (pg.119)
Renata Crespo: Hoofdeiland, photographs, 2021 (pg.121-122)
Rene Garza:
1) Untitled – Textile, metal rods, 14’’x5’’, 2021 (pg.123)
2) Destined to repeat – textile, pvc, paint, cardboard, 13’’x14’’17’’, 2021 (pg.124)
3) Repeating destiny - textile, pvc, paint, cardboard, 14’’x15’’17’’, 2021 (pg.124)
4) A bag of – Men’s suit sleeves, lining, paint, nylon cord, 24’’x16’’, 2021 (pg.125)
5) Re:Stuc_00 – upcycled textiles, metal rods, paint, 40’’x24’’, 2021 (pg.126)
6) Re:Birth – Upcycled textiles, metal rods, paint, 52’’x36’’, 2021 (pg.126)

Shir Beck: Painting (pg.127-128)
Simon Berson:
1) Over, Under and Through – Mixed media, color pencil, 20’’x30’’, 2019 (pg.129)
2) Machine Learning - Mixed media, color pencil, 20’’x30’’, 2019 (pg.130)
3) Birthday Boy – Mixed media, color pencil, 20’’x30’’, 2019 (pg.130)
Victoria Rotaru:
1) Ascetism.2 – Manipulated photography printed on aluminium, 40x40, 2022 (pg.131)
2) Antinomy.13 - Manipulated photography printed on aluminium, 40x40, 2022 (pg.133)
3) Antinomy.6 - Manipulated photography printed on aluminium, 40x40, 2022 (pg.133)
4) Antinomy.5 - Manipulated photography printed on aluminium, 40x40, 2022 (pg.133)
Victoria Vimbert:
1) The witch– inkjet on canvas, 120x90 (pg.134)
2) Lobby boy – Inkjet on canvas, 120x90 (pg.135)
3) Vulnarebility – inkjet on canvas, 90x120 (pg.136)
4) Duality – Inkjet on canvas, 120x90 (pg.136)
Walter Lee Allen III:
1) Self-portrait – Oil on canvas, 61x46 (pg. 137)
2) Blea Faun – Oil on canvas, triptych, 25x20 each (pg.138)
3) The Captive – Acrylic on canvas, 40x20 (pg.139)
4) The river will take you there – Acrylic on canvas, 40x20 (pg.139)
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